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Abstract

The thesis is dedicated to quantum optics experiments with trapped and laser-
cooled 40Ca+ ions. It presents the generation and observation of coherent and
nonclassical light emission from trapped ion crystals and the possibility of its scal-
ing to large ionic ensembles.

The ions are spatially localized in a linear Paul trap in the ultra-high vacuum
chamber. The lifetime of an ionic crystal is inversely proportional to the vacuum
pressure, therefore it is crucial to reach a sufficiently low pressure of the back-
ground gas for the scalable atomic ensemble. The thesis is concerned by a detailed
description of the vacuum building procedures and characterization of residual
pressure by analyzation of the formation rate CaH+ molecules, which led to the
unprecedented value of the partial pressure of hydrogen in the room temperature
ion trapping apparatusA1.

The observation of coherent emission from a large number of quantum emit-
ters is essential for the realization of many fundamental collective phenomena in
quantum optics, including directional emission, optical generation of multipart-
ite entanglement, or direct creation of quadrature squeezing of atomic resonance
fluorescence. The thesis presents the observation of interference from linear ion
chains consisting of up to 53 trapped ions. The presented measurements suggest
that the visibility of the observed interference patterns does not decrease with an
increasing number of ions, and its phase sensitivity is close to the theoretical pre-
dictions for an ideal situationA2.

The light emitted from single atoms is incompatible with the classical descrip-
tion of electromagnetic waves. Nonclassical states of light scattered by single ion
prove it. In the past decade, several experiments reported on the observation of
light nonclassicality from a single and few emitter ensembles, which, however,
was naturally disappearing with their increasing number. The thesis describes the
experimental observation of discrete nonclassical light states from ion ensembles
containing up to more than a thousand of ionsA3. The further scaling was limited
solely technologically, but not fundamentally, which in the future can allow the
observation of nonclassical states from an even larger number of emitters.
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Abstrakt

Disertační práce je věnována kvantově optickým experimentům s chycenými
a laserově chlazenými ionty 40Ca+. Práce popisuje generaci a pozorování kohe-
rentní a neklasické emise světla z chycených iontových krystalů a možnost jejich
škálovatelnosti k velkým iontovým systémům.

Ionty jsou prostorově lokalizovány v lineární Pauliho pasti uvnitř komory s ul-
tra-vysokým vakuem. Doba života iontového krystalu je nepřímo úměrná tlaku
vakua, a proto je stěžejní dosáhnout dostatečně nízkých hodnot zbytkového tlaku,
aby byl systém škálovatelný v počtu atomů. Disertační práce se detailně věnuje
popisu jednotlivých kroků při stavbě vakua a charakterizaci zbytkového tlaku po-
mocí analýzy rychlosti formování CaH+ molekul, což ukázalo na extrémně nízké
hodnoty parciálního tlaku vodíku pro iontový systém pracující za pokojové teplo-
tyA1.

Pozorování koherentní emise z velkého počtu kvantových zářičů je nezbytné
pro realizaci mnoha základních experimentů v kvantové optice, zahrnujících smě-
rovou emisi, optickou generaci multipartitního kvantového provázání nebo přímé
vytvoření kvadraturního stlačení atomové rezonanční fluorescence. Disertační prá-
ce prezentuje pozorování interference z lineárních iontových řetízků obsahujících
až 53 chycených iontů. Představená měření naznačují, že kontrast pozorovaných
interferenčních křivek neklesá se vzrůstajícím počtem iontů a fázová citlivost je
blízko teoretickým předpovědím pro ideální situaciA2.

Světlo vyzářené z jednotlivých atomů není možné zapsat klasickým způsobem
popisujícím elektromagnetické vlny. Neklasické stavy světla rozptýleného jedním
iontem jsou toho důkazem. V poslední dekádě byla uveřejněna řada experimen-
tů pozorujících neklasické světlo ze systému jednoho nebo několika málo zářičů,
nicméně pro zvyšující se počet zářičů tato pozorovatelnost neklasičnosti přirozeně
mizela. Práce popisuje experimentální pozorování diskrétních neklasických stavů
světla z iontových systémů obsahujících více než tisíc iontůA3. Další navýšení po-
čtu iontů narazilo na technický limit, nikoliv principiální, což v budoucnu může
umožnit pozorovat neklasické stavy ještě z většího počtu zářičů.

Klíčová slova: Kvantová optika, Chycené ionty, Interference
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since advent of quantum physics, the experiments with single atoms or molecules
were highly tempting, still unattainable. The underlying difficulty is to store atoms
isolated from the surrounding world, which through the interaction causes the de-
coherence. Technological progress allowed trapping charged ions in the sufficient
vacuum last few decades and particularly the development of semiconductor lasers
facilitates the manipulation of the internal atomic structure. In the beginning, the
experiments were simple, still not easy to carry out, and by the time the platform of
trapped ions found utilization in several main disciplines: optical atomic clocks2,
quantum computation/simulation3,4, quantum communication5 and fundamental
research6.

Trapped ions proved to be more promising as a frequency standard than cae-
sium fountain7. Together with the frequency comb, they allowed a new generation
of atomic clocks employing optical transitions. This recently lead to frequency
measurement with fractional uncertainties below 10−18 with trapped aluminium
ion8. The only competing platform is atoms in optical lattices, which benefit from
the contribution of a large number of atoms. The fractional instability 6.6 ⋅ 10−19
over an hour was recently demonstrated with strontium atoms9.

Quantum computing employs quantum bits, called qubits. In contrary to clas-
sical computing, it profits from superposition and interference, which leads to par-
allelism, and the space of states needed to describe the quantum register scales
exponentially with the number of qubits. Therefore, some problems can be solved
more efficiently by a quantum computer. The quantum supremacy was demon-
strated by a 53-qubit superconducting processor10. The most famous algorithms
include the one for the factorisation of large numbers11,12 and for the search of
unsorted data-bases13. From the beginning, the ions seemed like natural repres-
entants of the qubits for quantum computing14 and today two most famous two-
qubit ion gates are Cirac-Zoller15, Mølmer-Sørensen16. Ion quantum gates were
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demonstrated with infidelity below 10−4 in single-qubit operations and approxim-
ately one order higher in two-qubit operations17,18. The popular platform of super-
conducting qubits have not reached the gate fidelities19 of trapped ions quantum
processor so far, but in some way is advantageous. For example, the duration of
logic operations is much lower for a superconducting qubit, even though it is com-
pared with fast ion gates20. The most challenging is the protection of fragile qubit
states of ions from decoherence mechanisms. The error correction protocols seem
to pave the way to fault-tolerant quantum computing21.

Besides ions can be utilized in metrology and quantum information processing,
they can efficiently store quantum states, which can be exploited in quantum com-
munications. The photons are the best carriers of information, however, signal
exponentially decreases upon transmission, which also holds for the ultra-low-
loss fibres. The conventional amplifiers or repeaters can not be used for ampli-
fication of the quantum states, which effectively limits the transition length or
achievable bit rate. The paradigm is to substitute classical amplifiers/repeaters
by quantum repeaters and perform the entanglement swap22,23 between them. It
involves quantum memory24. At microwave frequency, the memory exceeding
ten minutes coherence time25 was demonstrated. The practical qubit wavelengths
should be near the telecom windows for possible conversion to the target trans-
mission window26. The entanglement between single photon and single ion was
recently demonstrated over 50 km of optical fibre27.

The presented parameters of ions in diverse applications point out that the
trapped ions are one of the best controlled quantum platform. They are also ele-
mentary constituents of matter and therefore suitable for studies of the interaction
between light and matter at the truly fundamental level.

The requirement for such studies is a sufficiently strong photon-atom inter-
action28, which is usually reached by high NA optics29. The complementary ap-
proach of the coupling between light and matter is based on utilization of high-
finesse cavity30,31, or by increasing the number of interacting particles32,33. The re-
sponse of disorganized atoms growswith their number slowly, but utilizing the dir-
ectional collective coherent interaction34 leads to a quadratic increase in the ideal
case. The double-slit experiment was implemented with ions35. Self-interference
of the ion and its mirror image was demonstrated and the two-ion interference
through the reflection from the mirror was carried out36. The interference of four
equidistantly distributed ions in a line was observed37. These experiments showed
the possibility of utilization collective coherent scattering from a few ions, but is
it possible with tens or hundres of ions for practical implementation? The ion
thermometry38 estimates the thermal motional energy of the ions, how much the
motion suppresses the interference observability from a higher number of ions?
Additional relevant references are discussed in the section 4.1 in detail.



3 INTRODUCTION

From the essence of the discrete level structure of an atom follows that it can
scatter only single photons, which are incompatible with the classical description
of electromagnetic wavesB1, therefore the light is truly nonclassical. This is con-
trary to the general knowledge about radiation from a large number of emitters,
which radiate light consisting of classical waves. It has been many times proven
by observation of the radiation from different type of sources like sunlight, laser
radiation, which can be arbitrarily attenuated39. It is considered that the nonclas-
sical character of light emitted by individual single-photon emitters disappears in
the macroscopic limit due to the inevitable effects of the surrounding decoherence
interaction of sources, light, and detectors. In reality, the situation is a little more
complicated and the nonclassicality can be camouflaged even for the emission of
two ions40, when a change of observation direction significantly modulates the
𝑔(2)(0) below and over the one. Trapped ions already provided some astonishing
observations of nonclassicality. The single 138Ba+ ion was employed as one of the
purest single photons sources41. The high-rate source of single photons from 40Ca+
was published42 or the deterministic single-photon source employing high-finesse
cavity was demonstated43. However, what is the limiting number of emitters to
lose the possibility of observing the nonclassicality? How large the system has to
be? Section 5.1 goes through another substantial references.

The thesis is arranged as follows. The short introduction to the platform of
trapped ions is followed by theoretical chapter 2, which underlines content for
understanding the concept of the work. It discusses the radio-frequency trap in
detail, together with the ion distribution inside one-dimensional Coulombic po-
tential. The 40Ca+ ion is characterized in terms of employed wavelengths and the
decay of target transitions. The derivation of the optical Bloch equations for the
atomic three-level system interacting with laser radiation is depicted. The correl-
ation functions as a tool for characterization of light together with nonclassicality
of boson statistics are defined. Chapter 3 summarizes step by step vacuum build-
ing procedures and characterization of residual hydrogen pressure inside the va-
cuum chamber. The formation rate of the CaH+ molecules is employed. Chapter 4
presents the observation of interference patterns of scattered radiation from large
ionic ensembles. The interference curves are authentically fitted by numerical pre-
dictions calculated from the position of ions inside the trap. The observation of
nonclassical states of emitted light from ionic crystals containing up to more than
a thousand of ions is described in chapter 5, which is followed by the conclusion
and outlook parts in the last chapter.
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Chapter 2

Quantum optics
with trapped ions

The chapter describes the principle of trapping charged particles using radio-
frequency (RF) electric field. The linear and ring Paul trap are described, their
geometry, parameters and stability diagrams are shown. The motion of trapped
and cooled ion can be approximated by a quantum harmonic oscillator, which is
shortly discussed. The linear ion chains are studied in the quadrupole trap, and
the calculation of positions is presented. The 40Ca+ ion element employed in our
setup is discussed, its photoionization, laser cooling and generally the level struc-
ture. The chapter introduces the description of light-atom interaction, which is a
key part in employing the ions in the quantum optics experiments. The correlation
functions are depicted as a tool for the characterization of light. The definition of
nonclassical light and sufficient conditions for nonclassicality are discussed.

2.1 Radio-frequency Paul trap
The experiments with single atoms are in high demand because they offer a series
of new opportunities. One of the main difficulty is the isolation of the elements
from the surrounding world, which causes unwanted decoherence. The isolation
needed for purposes of quantum experiments has to be sufficiently long. It can be
achieved by trapping of the elements and storing them in a vacuum. Within the
work presented in this theses, we employ a linear Paul trap of Innsbruck design for
trapping of calcium ions. The principle of trapping in the linear traps is described
in the following part.

In order to confine the particle, the repulsive force 𝐹 = −𝛾𝑟 has to be applied on
the shifted particle in target direction to restore the wanted position. For a charged
particle in an electric field, since the electrostatic force is equal 𝐹 = −𝑞∇Φ𝐸 , it
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means the requirement of the 3D potential in the form

Φ(𝑟) = 𝑈DC

2 ̃𝑟2 (𝛾𝑥 𝑟2𝑥 + 𝛾𝑦 𝑟2𝑦 + 𝛾𝑧𝑟2𝑧 ) , (2.1)

where 𝛾𝑖 are positive numbers. The corresponding conservative electric field has to
fulfil theGauss’s law, which in the casemeans to accomplish the Laplace’s equation
for the potential ΔΦ = 0 is that

𝛾𝑥 + 𝛾𝑦 + 𝛾𝑧 = 0. (2.2)

Therefore, the simple electrostatic trapping potential in all dimensions is not al-
lowed. The potential in eq. (2.1) has to be modified by adding a time-varying elec-
tric field so that it takes the form

Φ(𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝑈DC

2 ̃𝑟2 ∑
𝑖=𝑥,𝑦 ,𝑧

𝛾𝑖𝑟2𝑖 + 𝑈RF
2 ̃𝑟2 cos(𝜔RF𝑡) ∑

𝑖=𝑥,𝑦 ,𝑧
𝛿𝑖𝑟2𝑖 , (2.3)

where 𝜔RF is angular frequency of the RF field. The dynamically driven RF traps
are called Paul traps, after Wolfgang Paul, and it allows of trapping in all dimen-
sions6,44. Penning traps45 employ static magnetic field instead of RF electric field
to trap charged particles.

The idea behind the RF trap can be simply illustrated on the example of a rota-
tion saddle46. The RF field creates the saddle potential, which prevents slipping of
the charged particle in one dimension, but supports it in the other, see the Fig. 2.1.
Before the particle escapes, the potential will flip with frequency 𝜔RF and after
phase π rad it ends at the other extreme, which prevents escaping of the particle

Saddle potential Saddle potential

Pseudopotential

rotated by Δ𝜙 = 𝜋

Figure 2.1: The RF trap potential. In the left, the RF potential is shown at defined time,
this creates the saddle potential, which protects the particle slipping in one dimension
and allows it in the other. The middle picture present same potential rotated by π rad of
the RF field, which denies the particle escaping in the other dimension. When the para-
meters are set correctly, the effective potential called pseudopotential forms minimum in
all dimensions, as depicted by the picture in the right.
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in the direction previously allowed. Crucial parameters for the dynamical stability
are trap geometry, electric charge and mass ration 𝑍 |𝑒|/𝑚 of the particle, the RF
and DC voltage properties.

Specifically, the equation of motion of the particle with mass 𝑚 and charge 𝑍|𝑒|
in the potential eq. (2.3) is

̈𝑟𝑖 = −𝑍|𝑒|𝑚
𝜕Φ
𝜕𝑖 = −𝑍|𝑒|

𝑚 ̃𝑟2 (𝑈DC𝛾𝑖 + 𝑈RF cos(𝜔RF𝑡)𝛿𝑖)𝑟𝑖 (2.4)

and the substitutions

𝜉 = 𝜔RF𝑡
2 , 𝑎𝑖 =

4𝑍|𝑒|𝑈DC𝛾𝑖
𝑚 ̃𝑟2𝜔2

RF
, 𝑞𝑖 =

2𝑍|𝑒|𝑈RF𝛿𝑖
𝑚 ̃𝑟2𝜔2

RF
, (2.5)

result in the form of Mathieu differential equation

𝑑2𝑢𝑖
𝑑𝜉 2 + (𝑎𝑖 − 2𝑞𝑖 cos(2𝜉 ))𝑢𝑖 = 0. (2.6)

The Mathieu differential equation solution has periodic coefficients and the gen-
eral form of the stable solutions can be written as47

𝑢(𝜉 ) = 𝐴
∞
∑
𝑛=−∞

𝐶2𝑛𝑒𝑖(2𝑛+𝛽𝑖)𝜉 + 𝐵
∞
∑
𝑛=−∞

𝐶2𝑛𝑒−𝑖(2𝑛+𝛽𝑖)𝜉 , (2.7)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
𝑞𝑖

−2

0

2

4

6

8

10

𝑎 𝑖

Unstable solutions

Stable solutions

Figure 2.2: Contour plot of the stable solution of the Mathieu equation in standard form
given by the eq. (2.6). The shaded surface represents periodic trajectory solutions with a
real value of parameter 𝛽𝑖, otherwise the unshaded is purely imaginary and unstable.
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where 𝛽𝑖 and coefficients 𝐶2𝑛 are dependent only on the values of 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑞𝑖. The
stability diagram is shown in the Fig. 2.2, which is contour plot of function 𝛽𝑖.
The real 𝛽𝑖 indicate stable solution, when the parameter belongs into the interval
𝛽𝑖 ∈ ⟨0, 1⟩, the surface is marked as grey. The purely imaginary 𝛽𝑖 cover the rest
of the graph and means unstable solution of Mathieu equation. The tail of the
stable solution containing the point (𝑎𝑖, 𝑞𝑖) = (0, 0) is named the lowest stability
region. The charged particle has to be restricted in all spatial dimensions, the
trapping region is secured by superimposing stability regions in particular spatial
directions.

2.1.1 Ring and linear Paul trap
The parameters in the eq. (2.3) are given by the geometry of the trap, which will
also manifest in the stability diagram. The two most common configurations are
the ring RF trap and linear RF trap, see the Fig. 2.3. Another types like multipole
traps48 or microfabricated traps49,50 will not be discussed here.

2𝑟0

2𝑧 0 2𝑟0

2𝑧0

RF

DC
GND

RF

RF
GND

GND
DC

DC

DC
GND

Figure 2.3: Schematic layout of the electrodes in the Paul trap. On the left is sketch
of the ring trap with internal diameter 2𝑟0 and tips electrodes distant 2𝑧0. The RF and
DC voltages are applied to ring and tip electrodes. On the right is depicted the linear
RF trap, the lowest distance between diagonally positioned quadrupole electrodes is 2𝑟0
and the distance of tip electrodes is 2𝑧0. The RF voltage drive is applied between pairs
of diagonally positioned quadrupole electrodes and the static voltage is connected to tip
electrodes.

The ring RF trap is cylindrically symmetric around the 𝑧 axis and consists of
three electrodes. The two tip electrodes are conductively connected, between them
and central toroidal electrode the driving voltage 𝑈DC + 𝑈RF cos(𝜔RF𝑡) is applied.
The parameters of potential acquire values44 𝛾𝑥 = 𝛾𝑦 = −𝛾𝑧/2 = 𝛿𝑥 = 𝛿𝑦 =
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−𝛿𝑧/2 = 1 and ̃𝑟2 = 𝑟20 + 2𝑧20 that leads to

𝑎𝑥 = 𝑎𝑦 = −𝑎𝑧2 = 4𝑍 |𝑒|𝑈DC

𝑚(𝑟20 + 2𝑧20)𝜔2
RF
, (2.8)

𝑞𝑥 = 𝑞𝑦 = −𝑞𝑧2 = 2𝑍 |𝑒|𝑈RF
𝑚(𝑟20 + 2𝑧20)𝜔2

RF
. (2.9)

The configuration defines Mathieu equations in all directions and the overlap of
diagrams in the lowest stability region is plotted in the Fig. 2.4.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
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−0.2

0.0

0.2

𝑎 𝑧

𝛽𝑧

𝛽𝑥,𝑦

0.10.2
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

0.8 1

0.1
0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8
0.9

1

Figure 2.4: The overlap of stability diagrams for ring Paul trap plotted in the lowest
stability region.

In the approximation |𝑎𝑖| ≪ 1, 𝑞2𝑖 ≪ 1, the trajectory of the motional equation
can be found in the form

𝑟𝑖(𝑡) ≈ 𝑟0𝑖 cos (𝛽𝑖𝜔RF

2 𝑡)⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
secular motion

(1 − 𝑞𝑖
2 cos(𝜔RF𝑡))⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

micromotion

, (2.10)

where

𝛽𝑖 ≈ √𝑎𝑖 +
𝑞2𝑖
2 . (2.11)
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Therefore themotion is given by the superposition of secular motion andmicromo-
tion. The amplitude of micromotion depends on RF voltage 𝑈RF and the distance
of the ion from the trap centre. The deflections are synchronized with RF driving
but with a phase delay of π rad. The angular frequency 𝜔S𝑖 = 𝛽𝑖𝜔RF/2 of secular
motion is lower than angular frequency of RF driving due to small value 𝛽𝑖/2. The
amplitude of micromotion is lower by a factor 𝑞𝑖/2, the micromotion can be neg-
lected when the amplitude of micromotion is much lower than the amplitude of
secular motion. This can be achieved by laser cooling or by positioning of an ion
into the centre of the trap. The ion motion is then given by secular oscillations in
pseudopotential Ψ

𝑍|𝑒|Ψ = 𝑚
2 ∑

𝑖=𝑥,𝑦 ,𝑧
𝜔2
S𝑖𝑟2𝑖 , (2.12)

where 𝜔S𝑖 represents angular frequency of harmonic oscillator.
The second convenient geometry of the electrodes is quadrupole configuration,

which has two tip electrodes and the symetric configuration of four remaining
electrodes forming square shape in transverse cut, see the Fig. 2.3. One pair of
diagonal electrodes is connected to RF voltage and the other pair serves as ground,
on tip electrodes is brought DC voltage.

The parameters of potential are44 𝛿𝑥 = −𝛿𝑦 = 1, 𝛿𝑧 = 0 and ̃𝑟2 = 𝑟20 , which
results in

𝑞𝑥 = −𝑞𝑦 = 2𝑍|𝑒|𝑈RF
𝑚𝑟20𝜔2

RF
, 𝑞𝑧 = 0. (2.13)

The DC voltage is usually not connected to the quadrupole electrodes. The ex-
ample when this is needed, typically corresponds to a requirement of splitting
radial frequencies of secular motion. The DC voltages on quadrupole electrodes
are close to zero and therefore 𝑎𝑥 = 𝑎𝑦 = 0.

In the lowest-order approximation |𝑎𝑖| ≪ 1, 𝑞2𝑖 ≪ 1 the trajectory of the trapped
partical is same as for ring trap eq. (2.10) and

𝛽𝑥 = −𝛽𝑦 ≈ 𝑞𝑥
√2

. (2.14)

The overlap of stability diagrams in 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions is symmetrical due to the
symmetrical configuration of quadrupole electrodes, the Fig. 2.5 shows the lowest
stability region.

When the quadrupole configuration has not the tip electrodes the charged
particles can go through and in the sensitive operation settings it filters out all
particles except one with specific 𝑍 |𝑒|/𝑚 ratio. Therefore it has been practically
employed in mass spectrometry from its discovery till present51,52. In linear Paul
trap the axial direction is confined by the static voltage on the tip electrodes, which
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Figure 2.5: The overlap of stability diagrams for quadrupole configuration of electrodes
in Paul trap, the graph shows the lowest stability region.

establish harmonic potential

𝜅𝑍 |𝑒|𝑈tip = 𝑚
2 𝜔

2𝑧 𝑧20 , (2.15)

the parameter 𝜅 stands for geometric factor of the employed trap. The axial secular
angular frequency then corresponds to

𝜔𝑧 =
√

2𝜅|𝑒|𝑈tip
𝑚𝑧20

, (2.16)

which does not depend on the RF field confinement in the 𝑥-𝑦 plane.

2.1.2 Quantum harmonic oscillator
Since the RF trapping potential is approximately quadratic, the one dimensional
Hamiltonian of the ion is given byB2

ℋ̂QHO = ̂𝑝2𝑧
2𝑚 + 𝑚𝜔2𝑧 ̂𝑧2

2 = ̂𝑝2𝑧
2𝑚 + 𝑘𝑧 ̂𝑧2

2 , (2.17)

which is Hamiltonian of the quantum harmonic oscillator, analogue of the classical
harmonic oscillator, where the restoring force 𝐹 = −𝑘𝑧𝑧 is given by Hooke’s law.
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The time-independent Schrödinger equation

ℋ̂QHO |𝜓 ⟩ = 𝐸 |𝜓 ⟩ (2.18)

determines the eigenenergies

𝐸𝑛 = ℏ𝜔𝑧 (𝑛 + 1
2) (2.19)

of energy levels, which belong to the particular eigenstates |𝜓𝑛⟩. The wavefunc-
tions in the coordinate basis 𝜓(𝑧) = ⟨𝑧|𝜓 ⟩ take form of Hermite polynomials. The
energy spectrum is discrete with equidistantly distributed energy levels, which is
appropriate for definition of the ladder operators

�̂� =√
𝑚𝜔𝑧
2ℏ ( ̂𝑧 + 𝑖

𝑚𝜔𝑧
̂𝑝𝑧) ,

�̂�† =√
𝑚𝜔𝑧
2ℏ ( ̂𝑧 − 𝑖

𝑚𝜔𝑧
̂𝑝𝑧) .

(2.20)

The operators satisfy bosonic commutation relation

[�̂�†, �̂�] = −1. (2.21)

The action of these operators on the eigenstate |𝑛⟩ corresponds to lowering and
raising of the energy by a single quanta

�̂� |𝑛⟩ = √𝑛 |𝑛 − 1⟩ ,
�̂�† |𝑛⟩ = √𝑛 + 1 |𝑛 + 1⟩ . (2.22)

The number operator �̂� is defined as

�̂� |𝑛⟩ = �̂�†�̂� |𝑛⟩ = 𝑛 |𝑛⟩ (2.23)

and the Hamiltonian of the quantum harmonic oscillator, shown in the eq. (2.17),
can be then rewritten as

ℋ̂QHO = ℏ𝜔𝑧 (�̂� + 1
2) . (2.24)

The lowest eigenvalue of �̂� is 0, the corresponding eigenstate can not be lowered
any further

�̂� |0⟩ = 0 (2.25)

and the zero-point energy of this ground state is given by

ℋ̂QHO |0⟩ = ℏ𝜔𝑧
2 |0⟩ . (2.26)
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2.1.3 Equilibrium positions in linear crystals
The advantage of the linear Paul trap is establishing the pseudopotential only in
𝑥-𝑦 plane. The static field confinement in the 𝑧 direction does not cause the micro-
motion, which is coupled from the radial direction. The axial 𝑧 trapping potential
can be set independently of the radial direction. When the 𝑥-𝑦 potential is setmuch
tighter53 than in the 𝑧 direction, the ions tend to crystallize in linear chain configur-
ations. Then harmonic potential formed by charged tip electrodes and Coulombic
repulsion between equally charged 𝑁 ions results in a system described by the
potential54

𝑉 =
𝑁
∑
𝑖=1

𝑚
2 𝜔

2𝑧 𝑧2𝑖 +
𝑁
∑
𝑖,𝑗=1
𝑖≠𝑗

𝑍 2𝑒2
8π𝜖0

1
|𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑗 |

. (2.27)

At the point, we assume sufficiently cool crystal and the minimum energy of the
system is found at the equilibrium positions 𝑧(0)𝑖 of all ions, which can be found as

[𝜕𝑉𝜕𝑧𝑖
]
𝑧𝑖=𝑧(0)𝑖

= 0. (2.28)

When we substitute equilibrium position by 𝑢𝑖 = 𝑧(0)𝑖 /𝑙, where the length para-
meter 𝑙 is defined by relation

𝑙 = ( 𝑍 2𝑒2
4π𝜖0𝑚𝜔2𝑧

)
1/3

, (2.29)

then the eq. (2.28) acquires the form of a system of 𝑁 nonlinear equations for the
dimensionless equilibrium position 𝑢𝑖

𝑢𝑖 −
𝑖−1
∑
𝑗=1

1
(𝑢𝑖 − 𝑢𝑗)2

+
𝑁
∑
𝑗=𝑖+1

1
(𝑢𝑖 − 𝑢𝑗)2

= 0, for 𝑖 = 1, 2…𝑁 . (2.30)

The system can be solved analytically for 𝑁 = 2, 𝑁 = 3, otherwise the solution
has to be found numerically. The positions of the two and three ions around the
trap centre are given by

𝑁 = 2 ∶ 𝑧1 = −(12)
2/3

𝑙 , 𝑧2 = (12)
2/3

𝑙 , (2.31)

𝑁 = 3 ∶ 𝑧1 = −(54)
1/3

𝑙 , 𝑧2 = 0, 𝑧3 = (54)
1/3

𝑙 . (2.32)
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The unknown relation of angular frequency 𝜔𝑧 between the voltage on tip elec-
trodes 𝑈tip is the last step for the practical implementation. To find the axial centre
of mass (COM) motion frequency we employed the single trapped ion and for set
𝑈tip voltage we tuned weak harmonic frequency on one of the axial electrodes and
observed when the ions get into resonance on the camera. We performed a series
of the measurements and fitted the data by theoretical expression in the eq. (2.16),
see in the Fig. 2.6. Note the vertical axis is plotted as frequency 𝑓𝑧 , but the men-
tioned equations include angular frequency 𝜔𝑧 = 2π𝑓𝑧 . The wide axial potential
at 𝑈tip = 10V corresponds 𝑓𝑧 = 103.7 kHz in our trap. When the radial potential is
much stronger the distance for two 40Ca+ ions inside the trap is 𝑑 = 25.40 μm, the
distributions of 𝑁 ions at the conditions are plotted in the Fig. 2.7.
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data
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Figure 2.6: The axial frequency of single trapped 40Ca+ ion as a function of the tip voltage
𝑈tip in our setup. The red dots represent measured data, and the solid blue line is fit.

Even though the ions are crystalized to form a string they still experience
thermal secular motion. The crystal containing 𝑁 ions exhibit 3𝑁 normal oscil-
latory modes, it corresponds 𝑁 in each spatial coordinate. Each of the motional
modes can be described as an oscillatory motion 𝑞𝑖(𝑡) around the equilibrium pos-
ition

𝑧𝑖(𝑡) = 𝑧(0)𝑖 + 𝑞𝑖(𝑡). (2.33)

The Fig. 2.8 depicts the situation for three ions positioned in a linear string. The
oscillation angular frequency of axial COM mode 𝜔𝑧 is the same as for a single ion
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Figure 2.7: The calculated distributions of 𝑁 40Ca+ ions inside our trap at 𝑈tip = 10V and
for radial potential much tighter53 than the axial.

occupying the trap. The angular frequency of the first higher axial mode called
stretch or breathing54 is equal to the value of √3𝜔𝑧 . The axial mode called egyp-
tian has the highest angular frequency √29/5𝜔𝑧 . When we assume the same en-
ergy for all axial modes, then the amplitude should be smaller for higher modes
due to higher frequency, but excitation of each mode is highly dependent on the
practical trapping settings and laser excitation parameters. The oscillatory modes
are important as the connection between ions when they establish something like
a communication bus for two and more quantum gates protocols. In the radial
direction, the higher modes are called rocking and zig zag.
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of secular motion in the axial and the radial directions for a three
ion string.

2.2 Calcium ion

In our experiments, we chose to employ 40Ca+ ions as a promising element in a
field of quantum optics with all wavelengths in a visible spectrum. Calcium is
a chemical element with atomic number 20 and belongs to the group of alkaline
earthmetal. It is reactive and tends to oxidize when exposed to the air. The calcium
atom is heavily abundant chemical element on the Earth and its standard atomic
weight55 is 𝐴r,std(Ca) = 40.078. The main isotopes abundances are listed in the
Tab. 2.1. Note that we have employed merely 40Ca+ ion in our experiments.

Its properties are similar to other elements from second column of the periodic
table, the electron structure of 40Ca+ ion is the most interesting for ion trappers.
The most outer S orbital of neutral atom is fully occupied, which means that after
single-electron photoionization the valence orbital contains a single electron. This
makes the ion look like a hydrogen atom partially, still, the level structure is de-

Table 2.1: Overview of the calcium isotopes with natural abundance and relative atomic
masses55.

Isotope Natural abundance (%) Relative atomic mass (u)
40Ca 96.941 39.9625912
42Ca 0.647 41.9586183
43Ca 0.135 42.9587668
44Ca 2.086 43.9554811
46Ca 0.004 45.9536927
48Ca 0.187 47.952533
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formed due to inner electrons in lower orbitals. To photoionize the neutral 40Ca
we employ the wavelength around 𝜆422 = 422.79 nm, which excites the electron to
the upper P orbital and then the second laser with 𝜆 < 389 nm kicks the electron
to continuum, within a two-photon ionization process56,57. The simplified level
structure54 of the resulting ionized atom corresponding to 40Ca+ is depicted in the
Fig. 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Simplified energy level scheme of the 40Ca+ ion. The dipole and quadrupole
transitions are marked by the solid and dotted arrows, respectively. The transition labels
contain corresponding wavelengths and the inverse of transition rates.

For the valence electron, the lowest level is the S orbital, which is, therefore the
ground state. The short-lived upper levels are constituted by the fine structure of
P orbital, namely 4P1/2 and 4P3/2, with inverses of transition rates into the ground
state 4S1/2 are 7.1 ns and 6.9 ns, respectively58.

The metastable D orbital is long-lived level with 3D3/2 and 3D5/2 fine structure
components. The quadrupole transition 4S1/2 ↔ 3D5/2 is usually employed as a
qubit with the lifetime of the upper level of 1168ms59. The qubit transition was
subject of precise spectroscopic studies60. The 854 nm laser is then used as the
reshuffling laser for the qubit upper level.

For Doppler cooling, we employed a 397 nm laser red detuned from the 4S1/2 ↔
4P1/2 transition. The branching fraction of the decay for the 4P1/2 state into 4S1/2
and 3D3/2 are equal to probabilities 0.936 and 0.064, respectively61. The 866 nm
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laser is needed for depopulation of the metastable 3D3/2 manifold. Since the 40Ca+
ion has the nuclear spin equal to zero, there is no hyperfine splitting. In the experi-
ments presented within this thesis, we apply a static magnetic field in the range of
6-12 Gauss in order to define the dipole transitions orientation in the experiments.

2.3 Atom-field interaction
The knowledge of light interaction with the ions is relevant in our experiments.
We employ the laser light for detecting the ions in our trap, for cooling them, de-
termining and manipulating their quantum state. The laser excitation parameters,
which are important in calculations of our experiments, can be obtained from the
numerical simulation of the interaction described by semi-classical theory. The
Hamiltonian of an atom interacting with the radiation can be written in the way62

ℋ̂ = ℋ̂A + ℋ̂E + ℋ̂I, (2.34)

where the parts on the right side equation represent Hamiltonian of atom ℋ̂A, field
ℋ̂E and interaction Hamiltonian between them ℋ̂I. The Hamiltonian with discrete
energy levels corresponding to electronic states is given by

ℋ̂A |𝑖⟩ = ℏ𝜔𝑖 |𝑖⟩ , (2.35)

where |𝑖⟩ stands for eigenstates of the employed atomic levels, in our case a lambda
scheme consisting of 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3. Here, the indexes represent 40Ca+ ground level
4S1/2, the excited level 4P1/2 and the metastable level 3D3/2. The 𝜔𝑖 is the electron
transition frequency of the 𝑖th level. The atomic Hamiltonian written as matrix in
orthonormal basis (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1) is

ℋA = ℏ(
𝜔1 0 0
0 𝜔2 0
0 0 𝜔3

) . (2.36)

When we choose the rotating frame with the state |2⟩ the Hamiltonian simplifies
to

ℋA = ℏ(
𝜔1 − 𝜔2 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 𝜔3 − 𝜔2

) . (2.37)

Two laser fields drive the transitions |1⟩ ↔ |2⟩ and |3⟩ ↔ |2⟩, then the classical
monochromatic laser field for the transition |1⟩ ↔ |2⟩ is given by

𝐸′12(𝑡) = 𝜖12𝐸12𝑒−𝑖𝜔12𝑡 , (2.38)
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where 𝜔12 marks the angular frequency, 𝐸12 amplitude and ⃗𝜖12 stands for polariz-
ation vector. The field 𝐸′32(𝑡) is defined analogously. In dipole approximation is
assumed that the laser light interacts merely with the electric dipole moment of
the ion and the higher-order moments are neglected. The interaction Hamiltonian
is then expressed as

ℋ̂I = −�⃗� ⋅ 𝐸′, (2.39)

where �⃗� represents the atomic dipole. In this approximation, the quadrupole trans-
ition |1⟩ ↔ |3⟩ is forbidden and accordingly the level |3⟩ is assumed to be stable.
The matrix of interaction Hamiltonian can be written as

ℋI = ℏ
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝

0 Ω12
2 𝑒𝑖𝜔12𝑡 0

Ω12
2 𝑒−𝑖𝜔12𝑡 0 Ω32

2 𝑒−𝑖𝜔32𝑡
0 Ω32

2 𝑒𝑖𝜔32𝑡 0

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
, (2.40)

where
ℏΩ12 = 𝜖12 ⋅ �⃗�12 ⋅ 𝐸12 (2.41)

and ℏΩ32 analogously. The quantity Ω12 is Rabi frequency, which characterizes
the population oscillation speed of the target transition in the field. The coupling
strength can be expressed using the saturation parameter 𝑆12 by relation

𝑆12 =
Ω12
Γ12

, (2.42)

where Γ12 is the decay rate. The complete semiclassical Hamiltonian is given by

ℋ = ℏ
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝

𝜔1 − 𝜔2 Ω12
2 𝑒𝑖𝜔12𝑡 0

Ω12
2 𝑒−𝑖𝜔12𝑡 0 Ω32

2 𝑒−𝑖𝜔32𝑡
0 Ω32

2 𝑒𝑖𝜔32𝑡 𝜔3 − 𝜔2

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
. (2.43)

The unitary evolution

𝒰 = (
𝑒−𝑖𝜔12𝑡 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 𝑒−𝑖𝜔32𝑡

) (2.44)

transforms the Hamiltonian into the rotating frame at the laser frequencies and the
final form of Hamiltonian of two excitation laser beams coupled with a three-level
atomic system simplifies to

ℋ ′ = ℏ
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝

𝜔12 + 𝜔1 − 𝜔2 Ω12
2 0

Ω12
2 0 Ω32

2
0 Ω32

2 𝜔32 + 𝜔3 − 𝜔2

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
. (2.45)
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2.3.1 Density operator formalism
The description above did not include spontaneous decay from state |2⟩ or other
decoherence mechanisms. For the description of the system in a mixed state, the
density operator formalism is used. In the employed basis the operator reads

̂𝜌 = ∑
𝑖,𝑗=1,2,3

𝜌𝑖,𝑗 |𝑖⟩ ⟨𝑗| . (2.46)

Since the diagonal elements correspond to probabilities of finding the ion in the
state, the trace has to fulfil 𝑇 𝑟( ̂𝜌) = 1. The quantum Master equation is used to
deal with the dynamics of the system

𝑑 ̂𝜌
𝑑𝑡 = − 𝑖

ℏ [ℋ̂ , ̂𝜌] + ̂ℒ( ̂𝜌), (2.47)

where dissipative processes are described by the term

̂ℒ ( ̂𝜌) = −12 ∑𝑚
(�̂�†𝑚�̂�𝑚 ̂𝜌 + ̂𝜌�̂�†𝑚�̂�𝑚 − 2�̂�𝑚 ̂𝜌�̂�†𝑚) . (2.48)

The decay processes from level |2⟩ are included as

�̂�21 = √Γ21 |1⟩ ⟨2| , �̂�23 = √Γ23 |3⟩ ⟨2| . (2.49)

The finite linewidths 𝛿12, 𝛿32 of laser radiation are covered by

�̂�12 = √2𝛿12 |1⟩ ⟨1| , �̂�32 = √2𝛿32 |3⟩ ⟨3| . (2.50)

2.3.2 Bloch equations
The quantum Liouville eq. (2.47) for linearly dependent elements of ̂𝜌 can be re-
written into the form 𝑑𝜌𝑖

𝑑𝑡 = ∑
𝑗
ℳ𝑖𝑗𝜌𝑗 , (2.51)

where
𝜌 = (𝜌11, 𝜌12, … , 𝜌32, 𝜌33). (2.52)

This system of linear equations is called optical Bloch equations. From the initial
condition 𝜌(0) the solution at time 𝑡 can be calculated by

𝜌(𝑡) = 𝑒ℳ𝑡𝜌(0). (2.53)
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The normalization of 𝜌 was established at the beginning and the sum of diagonal
elements, respectively occupation probabilities remain normalized

∑
𝑖
𝜌𝑖𝑖 = 1 ∀ 𝑡. (2.54)

In general, the linear system of the Bloch equations has to be solved numerically
to achieve the steady-state solution characterized by 𝜌(∞) =const., where ̇⃗𝜌 = 0.
The three-level system is not a convenient model to use. For our purposes, it is
often necessary to include more levels, as a weak static magnetic field lifts the
degeneracy of states. In practical, it means to employ the eight-level system for
our 40Ca+ ion.

2.4 Degree of coherence
The radiation in the cavity is described by the same Hamiltonian as already dis-
cussed quantum harmonic oscillator. In order to quantize the light, the bosonic
operators �̂�†, �̂� are used and the quantized electric field operator takes the formB3

�̂�(𝑟 , 𝑡) = �̂�(+)(𝑟 , 𝑡) + �̂�(−)(𝑟 , 𝑡) = ∑
k

𝜖kℰk (�̂�k𝑒−𝑖(𝜔k𝑡−k⋅r) + �̂�†k𝑒𝑖(𝜔k𝑡−k⋅r)) , (2.55)

where the annihilation operators belong to �̂�(+)(𝑟 , 𝑡) and the creation operators
belongs to the adjoint part �̂�(−)(𝑟 , 𝑡).

2.4.1 Correlation functions
The correlation functions represent an essential tool for the characterization of
light. The order of correlation function corresponds to the order of moment of the
function. The most relevant orders are the first two. The form of the normalized
first-order correlation function is

𝑔(1)(𝑟1, 𝑡1, 𝑟2, 𝑡2) =
⟨�̂�(−)(𝑟1, 𝑡1)�̂�(+)(𝑟2, 𝑡2)⟩

[⟨|�̂�(𝑟1, 𝑡1)|2⟩⟨|�̂�(𝑟2, 𝑡2)|2⟩]
1/2 . (2.56)

The 𝑔(1) is function of electric field amplitude and characterizes the coherence of
light, or in another way, the ability to interfere. It can be employed to quantify the
temporal coherence

𝑔(1)(𝑡, 𝑡 + 𝜏) = 𝑔(1)(𝜏 ) =
⟨�̂�(−)(𝑡)�̂�(+)(𝑡 + 𝜏)⟩
⟨�̂�(−)(𝑡)�̂�(+)(𝑡)⟩

. (2.57)
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The function is usually employed in measurements with Michelson and Mach-
Zehnder interferometer, where the input light is split into twowaveswith the same
amplitudes. The visibility of the interference fringes is then equal to |𝑔(1)| ∈ ⟨0, 1⟩,
where zero represents an incoherent field, one corresponds to fully coherent light,
and other values indicate partially coherent light. The 𝑔(2) defined as

𝑔(2)(𝜏 ) =
⟨�̂�(−)(𝑡)�̂�(−)(𝑡 + 𝜏)�̂�(+)(𝑡 + 𝜏)�̂�(+)(𝑡)⟩

⟨�̂�(−)(𝑡)�̂�(+)(𝑡)⟩
2 , (2.58)

characterizes the photon statistics, and it is the correlation function of intensities,
therefore it can be rewritten to the form

𝑔(2)(𝜏 ) =
⟨ ̂𝐼 (𝑡) ̂𝐼 (𝑡 + 𝜏)⟩

⟨ ̂𝐼 (𝑡)⟩
2 . (2.59)

If the operators in the eq. (2.59) are replaced by classical intensities, the correlation
function for classical states of light has to fulfil the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
which givesB4

𝑔(2)(𝜏 ) ≤ 𝑔(2)(0),
1 ≤ 𝑔(2)(0). (2.60)

However, the quantum theory allows for violation of both relations. The correla-
tion function gives a threshold value of 𝑔(2)(0) = 1 for coherent state |𝛼⟩ corres-
ponding to idealized laser light. Another type of classical light is thermal light,
which exhibits the correlation in temporal photon distribution. The states of light
with 𝑔(2)(0) < 1 are nonclassical with the most recognized example corresponding
to photon number states.

The 𝑔(2)(𝜏 ) function defined in the eq. (2.59) practically means to measure the
correlation of time-shifted intensities. The Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT) con-
figuration provides convenient way to do it, see the Fig. 2.10. It illustrates the
phenomenon of an atom being the single-photon source63 and the indivisibility
of the single photon on a beam splitter64. The single photon is either reflected or
transmitted on the non-polarizing beam splitter 50:50 (BS) and detected onAPD2 or
APD1, respectively. The coincidences are processed in the correlation unit. The de-
scribed example presents themeasurement of nonclassical light. The single photon
can not be detected on both detectors, therefore there is no correlation for the zero
delay between APDs and 𝑔(2)(0) = 0 in the ideal case. Note, the atoms can emit
more photons65 at the nearly same time in the cascade processes. All atom-like
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Figure 2.10: The Hanbury Brown and Twiss configuration. The single photon is emitted
by the single ion and then is either reflected into APD2 or transmitted into APD1 by a
beam splitter. The event is recorded and processed in the correlation unit.

emitters were gifted by this intrinsic feature of emission of nonclassical light. The
population decay and excitation in the atom are accompanied by emission and ab-
sorption of photons, respectively. The correlation functions can be then rewritten
in terms of the rising �̂�+ = |𝑒⟩ ⟨𝑔| and the lowering �̂�− = |𝑔⟩ ⟨𝑒| operators as

𝑔(1)(𝜏 ) =
⟨�̂�+(𝑡)�̂�−(𝑡 + 𝜏)⟩
⟨�̂�+(𝑡)�̂�−(𝑡)⟩

(2.61)

and

𝑔(2)(𝜏 ) =
⟨�̂�+(𝑡)�̂�+(𝑡 + 𝜏)�̂�−(𝑡 + 𝜏)�̂�−(𝑡)⟩

⟨�̂�+(𝑡)�̂�−(𝑡)⟩
2 . (2.62)

The atomic resonance fluorescence is dependent on the laser parameters in con-
tinual driving. The system is described by Bloch equations, which is a system of
linear equations. The corresponding temporal correlation functions obey same
equations. This is known as the quantum regression theoremB5,B6. Therefore the
correlation functions can be directly obtained from the density matrix of the sys-
tem.

2.4.2 Nonclassical light
The density matrix of any state of light can be written as

̂𝜌 = ∫ 𝑃(𝛼) |𝛼⟩ ⟨𝛼| 𝑑2𝛼, (2.63)

where |𝛼⟩ is a coherent state, defined as the eigenvector of the annihilation operator

�̂� |𝛼⟩ = 𝛼 |𝛼⟩ . (2.64)
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The 𝑃(𝛼) is a quasi-probability distributionB6. When 𝑃(𝛼) is not a probability dens-
ity function, it means, it is more singular than a Dirac delta function or is negative
at any point, then the state is nonclassical. In other words, the nonclassical state
can not be written as a statistical mixture of coherent states.

One can differentiate between two forms of nonclassicality depending on the
type of measurement employed for its detection. The first type of observation em-
ployes the measurement of continuous variables and allows for measuring high
intensities of light. A representative example of the nonclassical state sensed typ-
ically in this way, corresponds to state with a quadrature squeezing. Complement-
ary, the second type of observation utilizes the discrete variables. For example, the
Fock states can be estimated from the photon number distribution measurements.
This thesis studies only the second form of detection of nonclassicality. In partic-
ular, the state of light is determined merely from temporal photon distribution.

The theoretical criterion of nonclassicality can not be directly measured, there-
fore the sufficient conditions are used in real experiments. The inequality 𝑔(2)(0) <
1 is impractical due to the whole photon statistics has to be known. The 𝛼 para-
meter directly employs measurable quantities of HBT arrangement, and it allows
us to formulate a condition used for detection of nonclassicality. When the 𝛼 is
lower than one64

1 > 𝛼 = 𝑝c
𝑝1𝑝2

, (2.65)

the state is nonclassical. The values 𝑝1, 𝑝2 represent probabilities of single clicks
of detector 1, 2 and 𝑝c is the probability of coincidence click of both detectors in
the HBT detection arrangement as depicted in the Fig. 2.10.

The alternative sufficient condition of nonclassicality1 can be defined in terms
of the probability 𝑃0 of a no-click of the selected detector and a no-click of both
detectors 𝑃00 in the HBT arrangement. When the distance 𝑑 obeys the inequality

𝑑 = 𝑃0 − √𝑃00 > 0, (2.66)

then the state is nonclassical. This criterion was derived ab initio without any
assumptions about the detected light state. The criterion can be used in imbalanced
case of HBT arrangement, this is covered in chapter 5 together with the practical
implementation.



Chapter 3

Experimental apparatus assembly

The chapter is dedicated to the vacuum affair of our experimental apparatus and is
divided into two main sections. The first section reviews the vacuum assembly of
a new 40Ca+ room temperature trapping apparatus and the key steps, like clean-
ing, baking, pumping are described in detail. The second part is focused on the
quantification of the residual background gas, specifically hydrogen, by analysis
of the 40CaH+ molecule formation rate. Summary of the work is published in the
article [A1].

3.1 Introduction
As it was already mentioned, the necessary condition for quantum optical exper-
iments with single atoms or molecules is to achieve sufficiently long trapping
lifetimes. The trapping of charged particles has been described in the previous
chapter 2. This chapter will discuss the isolation of trapped particles from the sur-
rounding space by storing them in a vacuum, which has a direct impact on the
lifetime of the trapped system. The lifetime of the trapped ensemble is usually lim-
ited by collisions with surrounding freely moving particles. The average distance
of particle travel between two collisions is called the mean free path 𝜆. Consider-
ing an air at the standard condition66, the mean free path can be approximately
expressed by a function of pressure 𝑃air as

𝜆air = 6.5 ⋅ 10−3
𝑃air

. (3.1)

This results in 𝜆air = 65 nm at atmospheric pressure 𝑃air ≈ 105 Pa= 103mBar. The
value is in good agreement with the precise estimation67, but it’s indeed too low for
sufficiently long lifetimes of the trapped specimen with the mass corresponding
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to a single or a few atoms. In a room temperature vacuum apparatus, the ultra-
high vacuum (UHV) levels of pressure 10−9 − 10−12mBar can be achieved, which
corresponds to a range of mean free path 𝜆air = 6.5 ⋅ (104 − 107)m satisfactory for
the majority of the quantum optics experiments. Therefore it became the target
vacuum pressure for trapping single atomic ions or small ion crystals. Assuming
the collision probability grows linearly with the number of trapped particles in the
crystal, the scalable system needs even lower pressure of vacuum for their practical
usability. Otherwise, the vacuum pressure can limit the performance of the exper-
imental setup, or even worse, impose requirements for frequent ion reloading in
the most advanced branches of ion trapping applications, which involve a scalable
system containing tens to hundreds of ionsA3,68–74.

A further step of enhancing the vacuum pressure can be done by cryogenically
cooled setup75,76. Lowering temperature causes a decrease of outgassing, there-
fore surfaces inside the vacuum chamber work as entrapment pumps, which leads
to a decrease of vacuum pressure and opens the possibility of reaching the vacuum
pressures beyond UHV level. Moreover, the residual gases have reduced kinetic
energy due to the use of cryogenic vacuum setup. Besides that, another important
advantage observed in cryogenic ion trapping setups corresponds to the reduced
heating raters77,78, which typically depend on the trap material, surface and other
parameters. The heating rates reduction was observed by two to three orders of
magnitude during the transition from the room-temperature operation to cryo re-
gime50,79.

Background gases collisions with trapped ions can manifest in several observ-
able phenomena. They can lead to chemical reactions80, change of electron popula-
tion inside the atom76,81, thermalization of the crystal or even direct ejection from
the trapping potential. Practically, the thermalization of ion crystal leads to de-
crease of the fidelity in quantum computing and quantum simulations. Collisional
heating also affects the frequency of atomic qubits by two different principles: the
collisions randomize the phase of the atomic state and secondly, it changes the mo-
tional state of the oscillator, which causes a time dilatation shift by second-order
Doppler effect70,82. The study of chemical reactions in Paul trap became very prom-
ising, the main advantage of quadrupole and multipole traps is the possibility to
directly measure the mass of components of the chemical reactions. For all other
types of experiments, the chemical reactions are unwanted and with that arises a
problem, how to deal with the products of chemical reactions. There are basically
two ways: reload the crystal or dissociate the products.

Well-assembled UHV setup hasmostly the highest partial pressure of hydrogen
due to its large concentration in stainless steel and high diffusion rate83. Therefore,
a study of reactions of hydrogen with atomic ion species seems to be logical and
various situations were theoretically and experimentally studied. Many of these
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reactions are photochemical, it means they are laser-induced, therefore can be
tuned by laser parameters. Experimentally has been demonstrated the processes
of producing molecules BeH+ by the reaction of neutral freely moving hydrogen
and trapped cooled ions of 9Be+84, similarly has been observed reactions with
other species as with Yb+85, also the dissociation86, Mg+87,88 and demonstration
of laser cooling them directly or sympathetically89,90. Our setup is equipped only
by a source of Calcium atoms and thus the most relevant for us are the reaction
products CaH+. It has been shown that CaH+ molecules are astrophysically im-
portant as it was detected in the stars91, in the Sun and also play an important
role in molecular clouds of the interstellar medium92. These ascertainments raise
the relevance of the molecule and stimulated a series of experiments. The reaction
rate of producing CaH+ was estimated93,94, conditional dissociation94 of CaH+ was
demonstrated in Paul trap, rovibrational states were studied both theoretically95

or experimentally92,96 and also coherent manipulation of pure quantum states of
a single CaH+ was demonstrated97.

3.2 Vacuum construction
The section describes our build-up procedure of vacuum setup in detail. It con-
tains the employed vacuum pumps, choice of materials, trap description, cleaning
procedures, and three-stage bake process.

3.2.1 Vacuum pumps
To reach UHV pressure, we employed four different vacuum pumps. From outside,
the vacuum chamber was pumped by a turbomolecular pump and as its pre-pump,
we used a Roots pump. These two pumps were delivered as a standard two-stage
vacuum system (HiCube 80 Pro/ACP 15, Pfeiffer Vacuum).

Inside the vacuum chamber, we used two entrapment pumps. The farthest
pump from the trap is a combination of an ion pump and non-evaporative getter
(NEG) pump (NEXTorr® D 100-5, SAES Getters) and the second one is a pure
NEG pump (CapaciTorr® D 50, SAES Getters) positioned in the proximity of the
ion trapping region at 55mm distance, see the Fig. 3.1. The estimated pumped
volume of the vacuum chamber is approximately 1.6 litres.

3.2.2 Vacuum chamber

Below 10−6mBar pressure levels, outgassing of materials plays an important role
and can compensate the amount of pumped gas. Therefore low-outgassing UHV
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Figure 3.1: Visualization of cut-through vacuum chamber and four blades of quadrupole
trap. Trap holder and its other parts are not depicted. a) The side-top view with spatial
scale in millimetres. b) The rotated 3D perspective to illustrate the spatial layout of the
vacuum chamber.

compatible materials were chosen. The most represented compound is stain-
less steel, which serves also as the construction element of the setup. The non-
magnetic stainless steels SS 316 LN and SS 304 were used to minimize unknown
magnetic field gradients across the trapping region. The SS 304 is essentially
also non-magnetic, but under mechanical stress has a higher tendency to become
slightly magnetic than SS 316 LN. The vacuum chamber, employed flanges, screws,
and other parts are made solely from SS 316 LN stainless steel. The only exception
is the combined ion and NEG pump, which has SS 304 parts but also includes a
removable permanent magnet necessary for the ion pump operation, however, its
position within the chamber corresponds to the farthest placement from the trap,
see the Fig. 3.1. The flanges of optical viewports are also made from SS 316 LN, the
windows are from fused silica with broadband anti-reflection coatings covering
397 to 850 nm range. Conductors inside the chamber are made from oxygen-free
high conductivity (OFHC) copper including feedthroughs to vacuum trap electrode
connections, conductors of the in-vacuum thermistor, which wires are isolated by
UHV compatible Kapton® isolation. OFHC copper gaskets are silver-plated. The
trap holder is from titanium and SS 316 LN. The calcium oven is from stainless
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steel, sealed by indium and carried by Macor®. A few screws are gold-plated, the
rest is silver-plated. The in-vacuum screws should be hollowed not to create an
air cavity, the source of outgassing, our screws are grooved. The trap electrodes
are situated in a sapphire crystal holder, which define their precise position.

The Paul trap was manufactured separately in advance and this paragraph cov-
ers some useful information about it. The trap is made from six titanium electrodes,
the quadrupole and tip electrodes, all of them were electroplated by gold, see the
Fig. 3.5-right. In addition, two pairs of SS 316 LN stainless steel electrodes are used
for compensation of the micro-motion98. The titanium electrodes were cleaned in
an ultrasonic (US) bath for first in acetone and subsequently in methanol. The
hydrogen fluoride was employed to etch the native titanium oxide layer on the
surface. It is appropriate to store the etched and cleaned parts submerged in water
or better in some alcohol to slow down the re-oxidation. The tip electrodes were
electroplated in solution TSG-250 at the temperature 60 ∘C for 40minutes with the
current of 10mA. The radial electrodes similarly for 30minutes with the current
of 5mA. The established layer of gold was smooth with low roughness, specific-
ally, the grain size is less than a micrometre in diameter, and the layer of gold
is approximately 10 μm thick. The layer improves the electrical conductivity for
the radio-frequency driving, which reduces the temperature loses and related heat-
ing of the trap. The designed distance between the ion and the radial electrode is
566 μm, between the ion and endcap electrodes is 2250 μm. The measured heating
rates with single 40Ca+ ion and employed thermometry on the 4S1/2 ↔ 3D5/2
transition gave the value (5.1 ± 0.4) phonon/s for the axial motion at 1.2MHz in
the final constructed setup.

3.2.3 Cleaning
Besides choosing the appropriate UHV compatible materials, the crucial point in
the process of building any UHV chamber is cleanliness. Outgassing of the residual
organic compounds can compete with the pumping speed and limit the achievable
vacuum pressure. During the whole cleaning and assembling process, we were
strictly using cleanroom suits, nitrile powder-free gloves certified for cleanroom
applications, hairnets, and anti-dust mouth masks. The setup was assembled in
the regular optical laboratory inside a flow box employing the filter of class H13 of
norm EN 1822. Most parts of the vacuum setup were cleaned in the ultrasonic bath
with industrial detergent, demineralized (DM) water, and high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) grade alcohols, respectively. The thoroughly cleaned
parts were always stored exclusively in flowbox during the periods of assembly
procedures.
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General cleaning procedure

In most cases, we used a cleaning procedure summarized in the Table 3.1. The
second step corresponds to filling and pouring out a beaker with DM water while
there were bubbles from the detergent, usually 3-5 times. For very greasy parts
from the workshop, we repeated steps 1 and 2 ones more, if needed. Steps 4 and 6
mean we changed DM water in the beaker 2-3 times before we filled it by Alcohol.
We did not use any ultrasonic bath cleaning for the employed vacuum chamber,
silver-plated OFHC copper gaskets, electrical feedthroughs, and optical viewports,
as they were specified to be clean upon delivery and so we just wiped them with
HPLC methanol before the assembly. Furthermore, windows and feedthroughs
can be damaged by US cleaning procedure. The gold-plated trap electrodes were
merely submerged in the methanol bath.

Table 3.1: Overview of the general cleaning procedure used mainly for stainless steel
parts.

1. 10 min. in US bath in 5% Simple Green®

2. Rinse under DM water to get rid of the detergent
3. 5 min. in US bath in DM water
4. Quick rinse (~10 s) under DM water
5. 10 min. in US bath in HPLC aceton
6. Quick rinse (~10 s) under DM water
7. 10 min. in US bath in HPLC methanol

OFHC copper cleaning procedure

For OFHC copper parts, we employed a distinct cleaning procedure, see the
Table 3.2. Copper tends quickly oxidize on the surface when exposed to air. There-
fore, the first step is to degrease and remove layers of oxide by etching in diluted
citric acid, in our case the industrial detergent Citranox® already contains both.
After etching, we rapidly rinsed the parts under flowing DM water and instantly
submerged into the beaker with HPLC isopropyl alcohol. The last stage was de-
greasing in HPLC methanol, the submerge is also useful for short term storage,
as an alternative to letting it rust in the air. Note that the employed cleaning
procedure for copper parts avoids the aceton cleaning99.
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Table 3.2: Overview of the copper cleaning procedure.

1. 10-15 min. in US bath in 2% Citranox®

2. Rapid (~2 s) rinse under DM water to get rid of the detergent
and immediate submerge into HPLC isopropyl alcohol

3. 10 min. in US bath in HPLC isopropyl alcohol
4. 10 min. in US bath in HPLC methanol

3.2.4 Air-bake
For thoroughly cleaned and outgassed stainless steel chambers pre-pumped with a
turbomolecular pump, the limiting residual element with the highest partial pres-
sure corresponds to hydrogen due to its large concentration in stainless steel and
high diffusion rate through it83,B7. The conventional method of dealing with dif-
fusing hydrogen is based on the establishment of a diffusion barrier on the surface
of the stainless steel. Usually, the pure and clean surface is needed when building
a vacuum setup, but a layer of oxide on stainless steel works as a barrier for hy-
drogen. The process of establishing this useful oxide is called an air-baking100. It
has been predicted and observed that even small coating defects of the oxidized
stainless steel flanges can lead to a lateral diffusion and outgassing of hydrogen
into the chamber101.

The air-bake was executed after cleaning procedure of all stainless steel parts
including the chamber, blank flanges, reduction, flexible bellow hose, and T-shape
pipe. The baking oven was ramped up at a rate of 1 ∘C per minute to the target tem-
perature 400 ∘C, where it was maintained for 8 hours and afterwards was ramped
down at the same rate to reach room-temperature. The air-bake resulted in a vis-
ible golden colour of the stainless steel surface corresponding to chromium-oxide,
see the Fig. 3.2.

3.2.5 High temperature pre-bakeout
The most problematic and limiting factor of building UHV is outgassing. The way
how to deal with it is choosing low-outgassing materials, reducing contaminants
on a surface, meant cleaning process, or decreasing outgassing by using a cryo
setup. The outgassing rate of a room-temperature vacuum system is usually de-
creased by degas procedure at a higher temperature. The approach is to heat the
vacuum vessel to increase the outgassing/pressure and pump the system at the
state, which degasses the setup much faster. After coming back to room temperat-
ure, the system finds a balanced state of pumping/outgassing at a lower pressure
level.
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Figure 3.2: Stainless steel parts inside the oven. On the left before air-bake, on the right
after the air-bake.

Two stages of bakeout become standard in the community. The first one pre-
bakeout is at a higher temperature often without temperature-sensitive parts like
windows, trap and other. It enables faster outgassing of hydrogen from stainless
steel but also water before the final assembly.

Our optical viewports have specified the maximal baking temperature 200 ∘C.
We replaced them by air-baked blank flanges in pre-bakeout. We did not install
the trap, trap holder and combined ion/NEG pump. This combination enables pre-
bakeout at a temperature 270 ∘C.

The assembled vacuum system reached a sufficiently low pressure to perform
a helium leak test after approximately one hour from the beginning of the pump-
ing. The helium leak test detected no leaks into the chamber. Therefore, we could
close the oven and ramp-up the temperature at a rate 15 ∘C per hour to the final
temperature 270 ∘C. The temperature was held and simultaneously pumped for
9.5 days. The second day of pumping, we also heated the flexible bellow hose at
50-60 ∘C for a few hours, the temperature was limited by the turbopump, which
can be damaged by higher working temperature. The whole outgassing process
was monitored by the residual gas analyser (RGA), which showed a substantial
decrease of the most prominent residual compounds, including predominant hy-
drogen, nitrogen/carbon monoxide, water, methanol, carbon dioxide.

The rate of ramp-down temperature was 15 ∘C per hour, and we let the system
under vacuum until we were ready to quickly assemble the final setup. During
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opening the vacuum, it is always good to fill the system with high-grade nitrogen
gas, because of outgassing of nitrogen is much easier than water absorbed from
humid air, also it reduces the risk to contaminate the chamber. We did not have
pure nitrogen, so at least we used the dryer to dry the air before the chamber filling.

3.2.6 Final bakeout
When we opened the chamber, we had everything prepared for a quick final as-
sembly to reduce the surface sorption of humidity from the air. We installed the
trap holder with trap, calcium oven, thermistor, and all connections. We closed the
vacuum chamber by viewports and combined ion/NEG pump without removable
magnets, which have to be taken off before baking. The Fig. 3.3 shows the finally
assembled chamber inside the oven.

After approximately 1 hour of pumping, sufficiently low pressure had been es-
tablished to proceed the helium leak test with a necessary tightening of the screws.
We closed the oven and set the ramp-up rate of the temperature in the oven to 15 ∘C
per hour. This time the maximum temperature was limited by vacuum windows
at 200 ∘C, we chose the bakeout temperature 195 ∘C for 10 days.

The second day of bakeout, we heated the flexible bellow hose at 50-60 ∘C for a
few hours to degas, similarly as in pre-bakeout. Note that heating of the hose and
pipe were covered by isolation and alumina foil, see the Fig. 3.3. The temperature
ramp-down rate was the same as a ramp-up with a targeted 45 ∘C, which was safe
for attaching the ion pump magnets. This was followed by a 1minute run to test
and degas the ion pump. After that, we removed the magnets again. The calcium
oven, originally sealed by an indium plug, was heated for 2minutes to outgas it.

The last step was the activation of the NEG pumps inside the chamber by their
driving units. The units have only two working regimes, the weak one condition-
ing regime and the full activation regime. We started with the conditioning regime
to avoid a rapid increase of pressure inside the chamber. First, we switched on the
NEG pump near the trap and after about 2minutes also the conditioning regime of
the NEG pump in T-shape pipe. After approximately 15minutes from turning on
the conditioning regime, we set the full activation of the NEG pump near the trap,
2minutes later also the NEG in T-shape pipe. This leads to higher increase pres-
sure, and we had to stop RGA until the pressure decreased below a safe level. We
activated both NEG pumps for 1 hour. During the waiting time for NEG pumps
cool down, we disconnected the units and shutdown the oven. When the NEG
pump in T-shape pipe cooled down to a safe level, we mounted the magnets and
turn on the ion pump. One minute later, we closed the valve between the chamber
and the turbomolecular pump and observed the step increase of hydrogen pressure
on RGA outside the chamber, which was the sign of NEG pumps pumping. At the
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Figure 3.3: The picture shows the final form of the vacuum setup inside the oven before
the last bakeout.

point when the oven was still at a temperature of about 40 ∘C we fully opened the
doors of the oven.

The last partial pressures before the valve closure measured by RGA were sig-
nifying the dominant residual gas being hydrogen with the partial pressure of
(4.62 ± 0.05) ⋅ 10−8mBar followed by more than an order of magnitude lower
population of nitrogen/carbon monoxide (1.5 ± 0.2) ⋅ 10−9mBar, carbon dioxide
(1.3±0.2)⋅10−9mBar, water (1.0±0.2)⋅10−9mBar and methanol (6±2)⋅10−10mBar,
the rest of the residual gases were below the noise floor of the RGA at about
2 ⋅ 10−10mBar level.

The current on the ion pump decreased quickly, and after an hour we saw
on the driving unit the current below 10 nA. After another hour it showed solely
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0 nA, it means out of gauge of the ion pump, which corresponds to a pressure
< 10−11mBar for nitrogen according to the manual.

3.3 Experimental apparatus
The scheme of the whole vacuum chamber setup including the trap is shown in the
Fig. 3.4. The parts are coloured specifically, the pumps are red, the valve is green,
the coils are brown, the feedthroughs are yellow. The body of the vacuum cham-
ber is stainless steel octagon with two DN100CF and eight DN40CF flanges. The
upper feedthrough serves for connection of the RF voltage to the blade electrodes
of Paul trap. The helical resonator is mounted on the top of the feedthrough and
it is driven by another coil connected to amplifier and RF generator. The driving
frequency of the linear Paul trap is ≈ 30.2MHz. The driving coil of the helical
resonator is driven by the power of 1-4W. The bottom feedthrough connects tip

Ion and NEG pump

NEG pump

Valve

RF feedthrough

DC feedthrough

Trap holder

Coils

Window

Figure 3.4: Design of the ion trapping apparatus. The parts of vacuum construction are
coloured to better distinguish between them.
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electrodes, compensation electrodes, calcium oven and the thermistor placed on
the trap holder. The magnetic coils are positioned outside the vacuum in all three
orthogonal directions, to form a Helmholtz coil for the generation of the nearly
uniform magnetic field around the trap area. The currents through the coils are
stabilized to produce a static magnetic field needed for lifting the degeneracy of
atomic levels.

The Fig. 3.5 shows Paul trap, resistively heated calcium oven, positioning of
optical viewports. The axis of optical accesses are printed as solid blue lines. The
figure also shows the design of the Paul trap manufactured in the group of R. Blatt
from University of Innsbruck.

Ca oven

DC electrode

Trap

Windows

RF electrodes

Figure 3.5: The geometric arrangement of the ion trapping setup. The optical windows,
calcium oven, ion trap and axis of optical accesses into the trap are shown in the left. The
design of the Paul trap is drawn in the right.

The 40Ca+ ion level scheme is shown in the Fig. 2.9. The ions are Doppler-
cooled by a 397 nm laser, which is red-detuned from the 4S1/2 ↔ 4P1/2 transition
and the 866 nm laser is used to depopulate the metastable 3D3/2 manifold. The
fluorescence at 397 nm scattered by ions is collected in a radial direction by an
objective (S6ASS2241, Sill optics) covering ≈ 2% of the full solid angle. The collec-
tion lens is positioned outside the vacuum chamber and the collected photons are
often detected on EMCCD camera (Luca-S, Andor), see the Fig. 3.6. The repumper
866 nm and weak cooling 397 nm laser beams are applied at an angle of 45∘ with
respect to the axial trapping direction. The laser frequency and amplitude stabiliz-
ation schemes and their distribution and delivery to the trap are described in the
thesis [102].
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Figure 3.6: A schematic illustration of the experimental setup. Inside the linear Paul
trap is a linear chain consisting of 40Ca+ ions, which scatter the light from the cooling
397 nm laser beam. The fluorescence is collected by a lens LO positioned outside the
vacuum chamber and detected on EMCCD camera. The magnetic field B is applied in the
observation direction.

3.4 Estimation of the hydrogen pressure
Most of the ion trapping apparatus worldwide have not any precise vacuum gauge
inside the chamber and the only available information for vacuum pressure es-
timation is given by the current flowing through the ion pump. The attainable
knowledge from the current is rough and provides limited knowledge about the
vacuum pressure achieved inside the chamber and even less, at the particular po-
sition of the trapping region, which is typically far away from the pump due to
ion pump includes a permanent magnet. This section focuses on the utilization of
the inelastic interaction between trapped ions and background gas for the estim-
ation of the background gas pressure. Specifically, the reaction of trapped 40Ca+
with background gas hydrogen was used to estimate the partial hydrogen pressure
inside the vacuum chamber.

3.4.1 General description
It seems that the low vacuum pressure is the goal. Actually, the sufficient lifetime
of the crystal is the aim, and vacuum pressure is the determining factor. For a scal-
able system with many ions, it is challenging to reach a satisfactory long lifetime,
which is mainly limited by the vacuum level around the trap, the laser cooling
efficiency, or physical properties of the employed trap. In turn, the ion crystal
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lifetime with some additional information can serve as a probe of the background
gas pressure.

The most conventional method for estimation of vacuum pressure, which em-
ploying collisions of background gas atoms/molecules with trapped ions, involves
the elastic momentum transfer resulting in a swap of ions positions, thermaliza-
tion of the whole crystal, or even direct ejection of ions from the trap82. Note that
we estimated our trapping potential to be around 3.5 eV, which is a relatively high
depth preventing the escape of thermalized ions from the trap, and we have not
observed any ion loss in the standard experiments. For example, experiment [4]
with 171Yb+ ions reported the mean time between Langevin collisions in the order
of one collision per hour per trapped ion. For 53 ions they observed an average
lifetime of about 5 minutes, with rare events the long ion chain could survive for
up to 30 minutes. The rate of single dark ion position change in the 40Ca+ crys-
tal was observed with a period 86 s on average for a 6 ion crystal chain and 27 s
for a crystal of 20 ions103. The authors claim that not all of these collisions had
enough energy to thermalized the whole crystal. The similar experiment employ-
ing 171Yb+ observed with 5-ions including single dark resulted in a hopping rate
with a period 49 s on average104. The recent rigorous analysis of the reordering
rate as a function of the reorder energy barrier for a two-ion 40Ca+−27Al+ crys-
tal, for the purpose of estimation the frequency shift of the optical atomic clock
induced by collisions with background gas, resulted in the hydrogen background
gas pressure of (5.19 ± 0.08) ⋅ 10−10mBar82.

As already mentioned, for further decrease of a vacuum level, the cryogenic
vacuum setup75,76 can be employed, which is also speeding up and simplifying
the vacuum building procedure due to the suppressed outgassing rate. The back-
ground gases have reduced kinetic energy in cryo setups, which positively affects
the lifetime of crystals and the observability of collisional heating is limited. The
background gas molecules typically do not have enough energy to thermalize or
at least swap ions and some energetically lower process of transition between two
states has to be employed. The zig-zag crystal structure is a great example of a
weakly stable configuration, and by counting the number of swaps, the background
gas pressure was estimated to P4.7K < 1.3 ⋅ 10−12mBar for an experiment76.

Let us stress that these types of measurements observing the consequence of
momentum kick from background gas are highly dependent on the exact crys-
tal configuration, potential depth, potential profile, laser cooling parameters, thus
they are not easily comparable. In addition, the detection of thermalization ion
crystal can be complicated due to the short Doppler re-cooling time. From the
mentioned experiments, it is noticeable that the crystal structure reordering can
be detected by the position change of one or more dark ions. If it is assumed that
the ordering of ions after re-crystallization is random, then the probability of the
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dark ion position change is easily calculated from the number of ions. It should
be emphasized again that the mentioned momentum transfer measurements are
highly dependent on the height of the reorder energy barrier76,82, which has to be
carefully calibrated.

Another cryogenic setup75 reported the implementation of unwanted charge-
exchange between background gas and trapped ions, which is more likely for
highly charged trapped ions. The highly charged single Ar13+ ion was sympathet-
ically cooled by a single laser-cooled Be+ ion and the lifetime of this two-ion crys-
tal was measured. The interaction of interest corresponded to charge-exchange
between hydrogen and a single Ar13+ ion, by which the upper limit of the vacuum
pressure P4.6K < 1.26(−0.11/ + 0.12) ⋅ 10−14mBar was derived.

We decided to implement vacuum pressure measurement based on a chemical
reaction between trapped ions and background gas, namely, 40Ca+ and residual
hydrogen in the chamber. The advantage of employing a molecular reaction is the
high insensitivity to trapping potential shape and depth and also to laser cooling
parameters. However, it is not insensitive to laser excitation parameters in general,
since the reaction is photochemical. With detailed knowledge of the particular
reaction between an atomic/ionic isotope and a specific contaminant, it can serve
also for residual gas analysis.

3.4.2 Reaction rate measurement
The knowledge about the vacuum pressure in our setup is limited, the ion pump
shows current 0 nA. In addition, we do not observe any dark ion production, we
have the last RGA data before closing the valve, the data confirms the general
understanding that hydrogen is typically the most representative background gas
in stainless steal UHV chambers.

The setup employs 40Ca+ trapped ions and so the estimation of the partial
pressure of hydrogen can conveniently utilize the measurement of the reaction
rate93,94 for the reaction

40Ca+(4P1/2) + H2 → 40CaH+ + H. (3.2)

The reaction is photochemical, which means that the population of the 40Ca+ ion
has to be excited to the upper electronic level by light, in this case to the 4P1/2
level. The dynamics of the reaction is given by the equation93

𝑁40Ca+(𝑡) = 𝑁40Ca+(0) ⋅ 𝑒−𝛾 ⋅𝑡 , (3.3)

where 𝑁40Ca+(𝑡) is the number of non-reacted ions after time 𝑡 , 𝑁40Ca+(0) is the
number of non-reacted ions at the beginning of the measurement 𝑡 = 0 and 𝛾
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is the reaction rate. The reaction rate can be expanded as 𝛾 = 𝑝e𝑛H2𝑘r, with 𝑝e
representing the excited state population of the 4P1/2 level, 𝑛H2 is the number
density of the H2 gas, and 𝑘r indicates the reaction rate constant. The number
density 𝑛H2 together with the equation of state give the final partial pressure of
hydrogen 𝑃H2 = 𝑛H2𝑘B𝑇 .

The number of reactions of trapped 40Ca+ ions with background gas hydrogen
is too low due to the low number density 𝑛H2 of hydrogen in our ordinary experi-
mental settings, therefore the number of probe ions and the 4P1/2 level population
𝑝e were increased to improve the observability in reaction rate measurement. A
reasonable number of 34 40Ca+ ions was chosen for the stability of crystal in the
trap, and the possibility of near-equal saturation parameter for all ions. The Dop-
pler cooling during a typical experiment corresponds to the probability 𝑝e on the
order of a few percents or lower, which is not satisfying for themeasurement in the
chamber of advanced UHV pressure. The steady-state solution of 8-level optical
Bloch equations was used for fitting the data from fluorescence spectra measure-
ment with four dark resonances shown in the Fig. 3.7. This served for a precise
calibration of the fluorescence intensity observed on the EMCCD camera to the
probability 𝑝e. The probability of excited state was tuned up to the average value
of 𝑝e = (15.9 ± 1.7) % for every ion in the string using the global excitation beam.
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Figure 3.7: The measured fluorescence spectra as a function of the 866 nm laser detuning.
The fit corresponds to a steady-state solution of 8-level optical Bloch equations and serves
for a precise calibration of EMCCD camera by the value of 4P1/2 level population.
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The higher value of 𝑝e was not used, because the stability of the ion crystal was
starting to significantly degrade in the long term. After all these adjustments, the
observation time of the single reaction was still very long, and thus the laser beams
with stable parameters were ensured by a frequency lock to the optical frequency
comb, referenced to a hydrogen maser102.

The whole measurement took 51 hours. The ions were trapped in linear chain
configuration for individual observability of each ion. The 3W power went into
the driving coil of the helical resonator, which resulted in radial centre of mass
motion frequencies 𝑓𝑥 ≈ 𝑓𝑦 ≈ 1.86MHz. The axial tip voltage was set to 𝑈tip = 8V,
which resulted in linear ion chain configuration for trapped 34 40Ca+ ions with
the corresponding axial COM mode frequency of 𝑓𝑧 ≈ 91 kHz. At these trapping
potential settings, the micromotion was precisely optimized. During the long term
measurement, we observed extremely rare events when the 397 nm beam excited
the 4S1/2 ↔ 4P3/2 ↔ 3D5/2 Raman transition. Therefore, we utilized continuous
854 nm laser excitation set close to the 3D5/2 ↔ 4P3/2 transition resonance for
depopulating the 3D5/2 level. An additional strong 397 nm laser beam used for
equal excitation of all ions in the stringwas applied along the axial direction aswell
as the reset 854 nm beam. Picture from EMCCD camera of the formed linear chain
containing 34 40Ca+ ions is shown in the Fig 3.8. The bottom image was taken

Figure 3.8: The image of the 34 40Ca+ ion string taken by EMCCD camera during the
measurement (top picture). An rare event, when a single ion from the linear chain became
dark due to a chemical reaction (bottom picture).

when the extremely rare event happened, one ion became dark during the reaction
ratemeasurement. All pictures of 34 40Ca+ ion crystal have been takenwith 500ms
acquisition time and corresponding capture rate of 1.95Hz. From the time-lapse
record, each snapshot was taken and processed individually in the following way.
Around every image of ion, the square border was drawn, see the Fig. 3.9, and the
average count rate from the area was evaluated to differentiate between bright and
dark ion.

The comparison of the average count rate per pixel between the bordered
bright ion and background of the EMCCD camera was made. A representative
histogram of the evaluated areas of fluorescing ion versus background is shown
in the Fig. 3.10. It demonstrates that the fluorescing ion is well separated and re-
cognized from the background on EMCCD camera. Even though the acquisition
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Figure 3.9: The image of the 34 40Ca+ ion string taken by EMCCD camera during the
measurement. The red squares represent borders of the areas used to process and evaluate
whether the selected ion is bright or dark.

time is 500ms, this separation guarantees the observability of non-fluorescing ion
at time scales beyond 250ms.

In total, four reactions were observed within the whole measurement. They
were found in the measured data by post-processing. The product of the reaction
became non-fluorescing and stayed in this dark state for minutes, specifically for
63.5 s, 934.5 s, 506 s, and 366.5 s. After that time the ions became bright again, this
is most likely attributed to the off-resonant photodissociation96. These dark ion
times at the order of minutes statistically exclude any further uncaptured single
ion non-fluorescing events, which means that any chemical reaction followed by
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Figure 3.10: The histogram of measured intensities corresponding to average counts per
pixel per acquisition time 500ms from EMCCD camera. The blue circles and grey squares
represent the average intensities from the area around the outermost ion in the 34-ion
string and the area of the same size positioned at a corner of the picture shown in the
Fig. 3.9, respectively. The graph is evaluated from 104 recorded images.
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dissociation faster than the recognition time of about 250ms with the same exper-
imental settings. For that reason, we could conclude that there were not any other
reactions except four per 51 hours. It gives 1 reaction per 12.75 hours on average.

We also suppose that all four reactions are associated with the photochem-
ical reaction of 40Ca+ with H2 according to the eq. (3.2), which is based on the
assumption that hydrogen is the most representative contaminant, which comes
from the RGA measurement before closing the valve, the fundamental knowledge
of the UHV system, and the standard residual content of the most apparatus build
on stainless steel UHV parts75,76,82,83,B7. Thus, it is highly improbable that the
trapped 40Ca+ ions reacts with other species of a background gas, therefore the
calculated partial pressure of hydrogen represents an upper limit of this value, be-
cause of the contribution of other elements to observed reactions would effectively
correspond to lower concentration of hydrogen inside the chamber.

The equation (3.3) and the equation of state were used to calculate the upper
limit for the partial pressure of hydrogen inside the chamber with a resulting value
𝑃H2 ≤ (2.1 ± 1.1) ⋅ 10−13 mBar for the reaction rate constant 𝑘r from reference [93]
and 𝑃H2 ≤ (5.5 ± 2.8) ⋅ 10−12mBar for 𝑘r from [94].

The error bars of the calculated partial pressure of hydrogen were given by
the convolution of a standard deviation of the 4P1/2 level population 𝑝e and from
the statistical uncertainty of four reaction events. The standard deviation of prob-
ability 𝑝e was estimated from the uncertainty of dark resonances calibration of
EMCCD camera intensity scale. The main source of uncertainty is given by the
random and time-independent success of the four reaction events. As it is a sub-
stantial number of trials with a small success probability, the limiting case of the
binomial distribution corresponding to Poisson distribution was used.

3.5 Summary

The UHV construction can be perceived more like a routineA1,105 nowadays, but
still, there is necessary knowledge needed for achieving the sufficient vacuum level
including some particular requirements for ion trapping systems. The final pres-
sure inside the vacuum chamber is important for the lifetime of a trapped ionic
crystal. The tendency of scaling up the number of ions puts higher requirements
on vacuum quality for the preservation of crystal lifetime. The final UHV pres-
sure surrounding the trap has proven the ability to work with large ion crystals
for long storage and measurement times, which was crucial for observation of spe-
cific quantum optics phenomenas presented in chapters 4 and 5.

We presented a reaction rate measurements to quantify the partial hydrogen
pressure inside the vacuum chamber. Including a list of relevant references em-
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ploying the lifetime of the trapped crystal as a probe of background gas pressure.
The estimation of the 40CaH+ molecule formation rate puts the upper limit on the
partial pressure of hydrogen 𝑃H2 ≤ (2.1 ± 1.1) ⋅ 10−13mBar for the reaction rate
constant 𝑘r [93] and 𝑃H2 ≤ (5.5±2.8)⋅10−12mBar for 𝑘r [94]. We observed four pho-
tochemical reactions during the 51 hours long measurement in sum with a string
consisting of 34 40Ca+ ions, it is the lowest reported number in a room-temperature
ion trapping system, to our best knowledge.

Meanwhile, we were measuring the experiment a similar estimation of hydro-
gen partial pressure with trapped 171Yb+ ions was published76. The dark ions
production from ytterbium ions by collision with hydrogen can follow two paths,
population trapping in the metastable 2F7/2 state of ytterbium, or production of
YbH+ molecules. By independent estimation of the dark ion rate production in
the cryogenic vacuum setup, the pressure P4K < 1.3 ⋅ 10−13mBar was calculated.

The main ideas and core of this chapter about vacuum building and hydrogen
pressure estimation were summarized in the article [A1], and the intent was to
produce a solid reference for dealing with UHV systems.



Chapter 4

Scalable interference
from long ion strings

This chapter reports on the measurements of multi-path interference of single
photons scattered from trapped ions. The interference patterns are presented from
different sizes of ion crystals. The controlled interference of light is observed from
a linear crystals containing up to 53 trapped ions. The results of the observation
are summarized in the article [A1].

4.1 Introduction
The wave character of light was diligently examined for many decades. At the be-
ginning of the 19th century, the double-slit experiment was described, also known
as Young’s interference experiment after Thomas Young. The experiment demon-
strates the wave-like behaviour of light when two waves interfere to produce an
interference pattern. The sketch of the experiment is shown in the Fig. 4.1-left.

After comparison of the atomic sizes with the wavelengths of atomic reson-
ance fluorescence, it can be claimed that the atoms are point-like emitters, still,
their localization can be challenging106. If we replace the slits by atoms in Young’s
interference arrangement, as shown in the Fig. 4.1-right, we get the similar type
of interferometer. However, compared to the conventional case with coherent
laser inputs, atoms are in addition saturable single-photon emitters with internal
discrete energy level scheme.

In short, the interaction of coherent light with quantum-like particles already
acquitted oneself well as a platform for testing the fundamental theories and as a
device of prospective applications, especially with atomic systemsB8,B9. The suit-
ability is caused by the extremal sensitive response of scattered coherent light to
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Figure 4.1: The picture on the left illustrates the original Young’s interference experiment.
On the right is shown an equivalent interferometer, where the slits are substituted by the
atoms, the interference pattern is plotted in the far-field.

intrinsic and environmental effects, which the atomic ensembles offerB10. There-
fore, that kind of systems and the impact of their collective effects were theoretic-
ally studied34,107–109. Experimentally, the preservation of optical coherence after
scattering from atoms finds the application in crystallographyB11,110. The Bragg
scattering was also observed from many atomic emitters beyond the solid crystal
structures, when the neutral atoms were localized in optical lattices111–119 at large
inter-atomic distances and also from ions trapped in the Penning trap120,121.

The interference from individually addressable ions, same as multi-path inter-
ference122 and with control over the positional errors causing phase jitter123 has
been experimentally observed just from a maximum of four ions35–38,124.

The possibility of scaling up the number of emitters without dramatically
losing coherence can offer the optical generation of multi-partite entangled
states125–130, design the enhanced and controllable source of collective atomic
emission131–136, or in turn, improve the collection and absorption of photons in
few-atom ensembles134,135,137,138.

4.2 Experimental setup
The linear configuration of the atoms is the simplest and natural approach of
scaling emitters in the mentioned Young’s interference experiment, shown in the
Fig. 4.2. In essence, the observability of the interference pattern is given by the
contrast of fringes. In the mentioned linear configuration, the density of fringes is
high in the radial direction and increases with the number of atoms. It imposes re-
quirements on the higher spatial detection resolution, moreover narrower fringe
is coupled with lower efficiency, and this unfavourably affects contrast and the
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Figure 4.2: The picture on the left illustrates the density of the interference pattern, in a
far-field, as a function of scattering direction from two atoms. On the right is displayed
an experimental realization with ions in the Paul trap, the arrangement is convenient for
observation of the interference in the axial direction.

possible observability of interference pattern even for a low number of ions35,37.
Observation of the interference pattern in the axial direction has a couple of ad-
vantages, including mentioned low density of fringes and perfect indistinguishab-
ility of emitters. These attributes guarantee exclusive overlap of radiation from
atoms and low gradient in the interference pattern, still it preserves the funda-
mental addressability of individual atoms in the radial direction. The illustration
of the realistic experimental arrangement is shown in the Fig. 4.2-right.

It is convenient to scan the interference pattern by changing the inter-ionic dis-
tance by tuning the voltages on the tip electrodes in this configuration. The biggest
disadvantage of the employed geometry in our particular experimental setup cor-
responds to coupling the radiation through the holes in the tip electrodes with
very small aperture, which reduces the coupling efficiency. The internal diameter
of the hole in the tip electrodes is just 0.5 mm, corresponding to the solid fraction
angle of Ωax = 1.3 ⋅ 10−5, which unfavourably affects the collection efficiency.

We have to choose a specific trapping potential to trap the 40Ca+ ions as linear
ion chains along the axial axis. The potential has to be tighter in the radial direc-
tion than in the axial, which we secured by ≈ 2.5Wof input power into the helical
resonator, this resulted in the radial secular frequencies 𝑓𝑥 ≈ 𝑓𝑦 ≈ 1.66MHz, while
the axial potential was tuned by lower static voltage in the range from 𝑈tip = 4Vup
to 𝑈tip = 900V, corresponding axial frequency range was 𝑓𝑧 ≈ 60 kHz−1044 kHz.
The micromotion was compensated for all these voltage settings by additional mi-
cromotion compensation electrodes.

The interference is observed for the scattered 397 nm laser light, which is red-
detuned from the 4S1/2 ↔ 4P1/2 transition as a standard Doppler cooling laser
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Figure 4.3: The picture shows a simplified scheme of the employed experimental arrange-
ment. Ions confined in the linear Paul trap scatter the excitation 397 nm laser light. The
phase interference is observed along the trap symmetry axis through a small aperture
in the tip electrode. The light is collected by the coupling lens Lc and its polarization
is filtered using a polarization beam splitter (PBS) to maximize the portion of elastically
scattered photons in the detected signal. The scattered light is detected by the single-
photon avalanche photodiode (APD) after coupling into the single-mode fibre (SMF). The
phase of scattered light is tuned by adjustment of the applied axial potential strength
through voltages 𝑈tip. The radial observation direction serves for the observation of the

ion crystal on the EMCCD camera. The static magnetic field |𝐵| = 6.1Gauss is applied in
the same direction.

beam, see the Fig. 2.9. The scattering was carried out in the continuous regime.
We simultaneously employed the 866 nm laser for reshuffling the 3D3/2 population
back to the 4P1/2 level coming from the 4P1/2 → 3D3/2 decay. The experimental
setup scheme is shown in the Fig. 4.3, both laser beams propagate through the
centre of the trap at an angle 45∘.

The polarization of the excitation beams is perpendicular to the magnetic field,
which is static and with the amplitude of |𝐵| = 6.1Gauss. The scattered light
is collected in two directions, radial and axial. In the radial direction, where the
magnetic field is applied, the light is collected through the high numerical aperture
lens onto the EMCCD camera. The ion observation on the EMCCD camera serves
for the ion number counting, inspecting the ion crystal stability, rough checking
of spatial distribution of ions, and their individual emission intensity. The detec-
tion efficiency of photons scattered in the axial direction is restricted by the hole
in the tip electrode. The photons are transmitted from the chamber by a vacuum
window. The collection is done by a single plano-convex lens LC with focal length
𝑓C = 150mm, which is positioned 150±2mm from the trap centre to collimate the
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fluorescence. The photon coupling into the single mode optical fibre is ensured
by a mirror and the fibre coupler, in front of which the PBS is positioned. The
PBS is set to filtering out the 𝜋 photons and to transmitting the photons scattered
from the 𝜎+ and 𝜎− atomic transitions, which maximizes the overlap between the
detectable photons and the polarization of the excitation laser beam. This serves
for optimizing the amount of elastically scattered photons in the detection mode.
The photons are coupled into a single-mode (SM) fibre, which guarantees transmis-
sion only the fundamental LP00 spatial optical mode. The configuration became
a robust detection ensemble after coupling the scattered light into the SM fibre.
The SM fibre is connected to a fibre-coupled single-photon avalanche photodiode
(APD) with a quantum efficiency of 77% specified by the manufacturer.

The most significant detection losses come from coupling through the small
hole in the tip electrode, which contributes to the reduction of the detection effi-
ciency by a value of 1.3 ⋅ 10−5 by transmitting a tiny fraction of the solid angle.
By adding the rest of loses, we find the overall calculated detection efficiency of
𝜂e = 3.7 ⋅ 10−6 for photons emitted from ion located at the centre of the trap.
This value very well corresponds to the measured absolute detection efficiency of
𝜂m = (3.6 ± 0.4) ⋅ 10−6. The experimental measurement of detection efficiency
was done in the pulse sequence by preparing the population in the 3D3/2 manifold
and counting the 397 nm photons produced by the spontaneous Raman transition
3D3/2 → 4P1/2 → 4S1/2 in comparison to the total number of trialsA3,41, the pro-
cess will be described in the subsection 5.3.2 in more detail.

For further investigation of the coupling, we measured the count rate from a
single ion as a function of displacement from the centre of the trap in the radial
direction. The measurement resulted in a Gaussian-like profile of cut through the
detection optical mode, by fitting the data, we obtain the waist 𝑤0 = 17 μm of the
detection gaussian mode. It corresponds to the Rayleigh length of 𝑧𝑅 = 2.3mm
for scattered laser light at 397 nm wavelength. Therefore, the light scattered from
long ion strings should be coupled with similar efficiency for all ions aligned along
the axial optical axis in the Rayleigh length range. The experimental veryfication
of the independence of the detection efficiency on the axial position was done also
by directly measuring the count rate from a single ion positioned on the axial axis
in the observational range of our EMCCD camera, see the Fig. 4.4. As expected, the
blue triangles show the near-constant count rate from a single ion at different axial
positions inside the trap within the range wider than 500 μm. The figure includes
a camera picture of 53 ions, which are linearly aligned at 𝑈tip =5.3 V. The red dots
correspond to calculated positions of ions in this linear string. This crystal repres-
ents the longest string of ions we employed for observing the interference pattern.
Its spatial extension at the applied axial voltage 𝑈tip=5.3 V is 367 μm. These meas-
urements confirm the uniform coupling efficiency of radiation through the holes in
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Figure 4.4: The blue triangles represent the measured count rate coupled through the
tip electrode hole as a function of the single-ion position on the axial axis when the zero
indicates the centre of the trap. The picture illustrates the crystal containing 53 ions at
the lowest voltage 𝑈tip = 5.3V employed in the presented experiments and the red dots
represent the same situation with calculated positions. The image of ions serves as a
demonstration of the maximal spatial extent of the measured linear chain.

tip electrodes from axially positioned ions in a wide range of positions. Together
with the smallest gradient in the interference pattern, the axial configuration is
also convenient for bulk detection of scattered light.

4.3 Observation of coherent light scattering
This section describes the measured interference patterns produced by a various
number of ions formed as linear Coulomb crystals inside the Paul trap.

4.3.1 Two-ion interference
The setup introduced in previous sections is expected to be a scalable system with
respect to the number of ions for observation of scattering in single spatial mode.
The observation of interference of light emitted by two ions is the simplest case,
and it will be described in detail, as it can serve for calibration purposes and
straightforward estimation of many crucial experimental parameters. The Fig. 4.5
shows the drawing of the excitation and detection geometry. The excitation laser
beam is incident at an angle of 𝜃397 ≈ 45∘ on two ions distant 𝑑2ion in the radial
observation direction of EMCCD camera. The distance of the ions is tuned by the
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𝑑2ion

𝑘397
𝑘obs𝜃 397

𝜃obs

𝑘397

Figure 4.5: The picture shows the geometric arrangement of two ions with a mutual
distance 𝑑2ion. The interference is observed in the direction of 𝑘obs at an angle 𝜃obs = 0∘.
The excitation laser beam is incident in the direction of 𝑘397 at an angle 𝜃397 with respect
to the crystal axis.

voltage 𝑈tip applied to the tip electrodes, which determines the exact position of
the individual ions in the calibrated trap54, as discussed in the subsection 2.1.3.

The 866 nm laser beam has the same path as 397 nm, it is employed as repumper
and for simplicity is excluded in the figure. The wave vector 𝑘obs represents the
observation direction, which corresponds to the angle 𝜃obs = 0∘. Two ions with
a small probability reflect the incident 397 nm light and the scattered light can be
indistinguishably detected in the observation direction. The interference pattern
can be conveniently tuned by controlling the distance 𝑑2ion. The effective distance
between the two ions for the incident laser beam is 𝑑397 = 𝑑2ion ⋅ cos 𝜃397, therefore
the total relative phase difference is 𝛿𝜑 = 𝑑2ion(1 − cos 𝜃397) ⋅ 𝜔397/𝑐, where 𝜔397
represents the angular frequency of scattered photons and 𝑐 is the speed of light.

The measured count rates of scattered light from the two-ion crystal as a func-
tion of 𝑈tip are shown in the Fig. 4.6. The horizontal voltage axis is linearized
in terms of two-ion distance 𝑑2ion, the count rate data corresponds to the 20 s in-
tegration time. The error bars were evaluated statistically from four 5 s long data
samples with the deducted background. The background count rate (9.3±1.2) cts/s
was measured without 866 nm repumper laser beam in a 200 s long measurement,
the value of it is shown as a solid black line and a dot with an error bar depicts
the measured data point. The manufacturer defines the dark count rate of 10 cts/s.
Therefore, we can conclude, that the level of the background corresponds almost
exclusively to the dark counts of the detector, which is mostly a consequence of
coupling through the tip-electrode hole, that significantly affects the contrast of
the fringes.
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Figure 4.6: The interference fringes from two ions measured as a function of tip voltage.
The horizontal axis is not linear in voltage, but in the two-ion distance. The red dots
represent the measured photon counts per second, the solid blue line corresponds to the
numerical simulation with fitted amplitude and offset to the data. The solid black line
shows the level of measured background, the dashed black line corresponds to the max-
imal constructive interference value for the light with the same amplitudes and for ideal
fully coherent scattering. These clues are reduced to the upper and bottom dash-dotted
orange lines by including the independently estimated portion of inelastically scattered
photons. The dashed green line includes also the effect of position jitter due to the estim-
ated finite populations of motional modes.

The measured interference pattern can be described by equation

𝐼det = 2𝐼1(1 + |𝑔(1)| cos(𝛿𝜑)). (4.1)

It depends on the relative phase 𝛿𝜑, the light intensity from a single ion 𝐼1 when
considering the same intensity contributions of both ions and the degree of the
first-order coherence 𝑔(1). The solid blue curve stands for the fitted function,
where amplitude and offset were the fitting parameters, they correspond to the
𝐼1 and |𝑔(1)| from eq. (4.1). The phase factor 𝛿𝜑 in the presented fits was given
by the two-ion distance 𝑑2ion, which is set by the voltage on the tip electrodes
𝑈tip and by the angle of the incident laser beam 𝜃397. The interference pattern
is sensitive to the angle, therefore we precisely estimated the distances by a tape
measure and calculated the angle as 𝜃397-M = (45.24 ± 0.06)∘, the mentioned fit
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can be also adjusted and exploited to fit the angle, this gave us the matched value
𝜃397-fit = (45.19 ± 0.04)∘.

The interference oscillations obtained by the fit were used for estimation of the
visibility 𝑉 = (𝐼max

fit − 𝐼min
fit )/(𝐼max

fit + 𝐼min
fit ) = |𝑔(1)| = 19%, where the indexes max

and min mean the maximal and minimal value, respectively. After subtraction of
the background counts the visibility increases to 𝑉 = 34%. The value is compar-
able with previously realized phase interference experiments with Doppler cooled
ions36–38.

The contrast of the interference pattern is mainly decreased by two principal
reasons. The first is the inelastic scattering of the photons, and the second is the
ion motion, which causes optical dephasing36–38,139. Both effects were optimized
before themeasurement. The low excitation regimewas established to enhance the
fraction of elastically to inelastically scattered photons. The frequencies of lasers
were tuned to optimize the cooling conditions while maximizing the contrast of
the fringes. The model of the eight-level optical Bloch equations was used to fit the
dark resonance spectroscopy measurement to get the laser excitation parameters.
To obtain the ratio of the elastic to the inelastic portion of scattered photons, we
found the effective saturation parameter 𝑠397 = 0.51 of the 397 nm laser beam
driving the 4S1/2 ↔ 4P1/2 transition. The saturation parameter of weak laser
beam detuned by Δ is given byB12,B13,140

𝑠 =
Ω2
2

Δ2 + (Γ24 )
. (4.2)

Using the equations

⟨𝐼coh⟩ = 1
2

𝑠
(1 + 𝑠)2 ,

⟨𝐼incoh⟩ = 1
2

𝑠2
(1 + 𝑠)2 ,

⟨𝐼tot⟩ = ⟨𝐼coh⟩ + ⟨𝐼incoh⟩,

(4.3)

we estimated the portion of the elastically scattered photons as 66 %. This corres-
ponds to the reduction of visibility by a factor of 0.34 in two-ion case, according
to the interference law and definition of the visibility.

The motional decoherence mechanism is not so straightforward. It is obvious
that the axial motional modes have a direct projection onto the axial observation
orientation besides the radial mode, but the axial COM mode does not contribute
and the most significant contributor is an axial stretch mode. For the radial mode,
the zig-zag motion is the most important and again the COM mode the least.
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The dashed green line in the Fig. 4.6 represents the precise simulationwhen the
effects of inelastic scattering and motional decoherence were taken into account.
In the ideal case without decoherence, the interference curve was limited at the
bottom by a solid black line representing the background count rate and at the top
by a dashed black line representing themaximal interference. Due to the portion of
inelastically scattered photons, the borders are shifted to the positions of two dash-
dotted orange lines. The rest of the decrease of interference amplitude is caused
by the secular motion. The Gaussian position uncertainties of the axial stretch
and radial zig-zag modes were included in the simulation, the mean phonon num-
bers of the modes were estimated by spectroscopic measurement. The amplitude
of simulation interference oscillation slowly falls for lower voltage. The effect is
caused by decreasing the secular frequency of axial mode and associated extension
of Gaussian position width. This is in good agreement with the measured data. It
underlines the high degree of control. The precise prediction of the interference
pattern was obtained just from knowledge of the background count rate, average
count rate from a single ion, the portion of inelastically scattered light, and the
secular motion simulation.

It was already mentioned that the gradient of the interference pattern is min-
imal in the axial direction. To illustrate this phenomena, we simulated a particular
interference pattern with 𝑁 = 2 ions, where we have fixed the 𝑈tip = 480V at the
interference maxima for 𝜃obs = 0∘, see the Fig. 4.6, and then we evolved the ob-
servation angle 𝜃obs. The graph is plotted in polar coordinates in the Fig. 4.7. The
simulation was calculated in the far-field, also the background and decoherence
mechanisms were excluded and the amplitude of the radiation from the single ion
was normalized to 1, therefore the interference maxima acquires the value 4. The
picture conveniently illustrates the angular width of the interference fringes in the
axial and radial direction.

4.3.2 Few-ion interference
This subsection presents the observation of interference from a larger number of
ions 𝑁 > 2. The intensity of fully coherent light scattered from 𝑁 emitters and
observed in the axial direction can be calculated from their superposition

𝐼coh = |
𝑁
∑
𝑗=1

𝐴𝑗𝑒𝑖Δ𝜙𝑗 |
2
, (4.4)

where 𝐴𝑗 is the amplitude of scattered light from j-th ion and it was set equal to
unity for all ions in strings containing up to 20 ions. TheΔ𝜙𝑗 represents the relative
phase shift of a particular j-th emitter, clearly dependent on the angle of the incid-
ent laser beam 𝜃397-M, the angle of the observation direction 𝜃obs, the wavelength
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Figure 4.7: The calculated interference fringes produced by two ions are plotted in the
far-field, the angle of an incident laser beam is 𝜃397-M = 45.24∘ (134.76∘) to the axial line
containing both point-like ions. The interference pattern is plotted as a function of the ob-
servation angle 𝜃obs, see Fig. 4.5. The mutual distance of ions is 6.72 μm, which correspond
480 V applied to the tip electrodes in our trap.

of coherently scattered photons 397 nm, and the position of j-th ion. The first three
mentioned were constant during measurements and only the positions of ions in
harmonic potential were tuned through the voltage 𝑈tip, see the section 2.1.3. The
resulting curve is an ideal interference pattern 𝐼coh established by fully coherently
scattered photons andwas rescaled to match the observed intensity using equation

𝐼obs = 𝐼incoh + 𝜅 ⋅ 𝐼coh, (4.5)

where 𝐼incoh is the offset and 𝜅 is used to rescale the amplitude of the interference
pattern. The 𝐼incoh is formed by the incoherent contribution of scattered light and
background count rate. The background was precisely measured before or after
of each interference measurement for 200 s and deducted in the final graphs, only
two-ion case Fig. 4.6 contains it for illustration. We do not calculate the incoher-
ent contribution as in the previous two-ion case because of the complexity of the
motional decoherence mechanisms. It growths rapidly with a number of modes,
which is dependent on the number of ions. The portion of inelastically scattered
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photons remains the same as in two-ion interference, while the magnetic field and
laser cooling parameters remain the same.

The fits of the measured interference patterns with fitting parameters 𝐼incoh
and 𝜅 are shown as a solid blue line. The measured interference patterns for 3,
4 ions are shown in the Fig. 4.8. The intensity is plotted again as a function of
voltage 𝑈tip, but now the axis is linear in voltage despite the two-ion interference
Fig. 4.6, where the linearization with respect to the parameter 𝑑2ion was used to
obtain the harmonic fringes.

The Coulombic potential in the axial direction distributes the ions nonuni-
formly for more than 3 ions. The three-ions still have the uniform distribution
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Figure 4.8: The graphs present the observed interference patterns from 3 and 4 ions. The
red dots correspond to the measured data and the solid blue line is calculated interference
pattern, which amplitude and offset were fitted to experimental data.
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and the maximal points of interference were found approximately at 170 V, 300V,
600V. The three maximal peaks correspond to the cases when all three ions con-
tribute to the interference constructively. In the picture are also two smaller peaks
localized between the neighbouring maxima, the two peaks correspond a situ-
ation, when the adjacent ions contribute destructively, the phase shift between
them is π ⋅ (2𝑛 + 1), still the outermost have the phase shift exactly twice as large
2π ⋅ (2𝑛 + 1) and contribute constructively.

For four and more ions, the configuration of fully constructive interference
of all ions positioned in the Coulombic potential does not exist. There is only a
possibility to reach partial constructive interference, which can almost reach the
value of the fully constructive interference, but this is likely only for crystals with
a small number of ions.

For an illustration of interference curves of equidistantly distributed emit-
ters, we calculated the interference curve in the same way as for the presented
configuration in the experiment but with uniformly distributed emitters, see the
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Figure 4.9: The solid green lines present the interference curves calculated in the same
way as for ions in the trap, the single difference is the equidistant distribution of the
emitters. The graphs include simulations from 2, 3, 5 and 10 fully coherent emitters with
normalized amplitude to unity, therefore the maximal interference scale as 𝑁 2. The hori-
zontal axis is linearized to two-ion distance 𝑑2ion.
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Fig. 4.9. The interference patterns are plotted as a function of inter-ion distance
andwithout background and decoherencemechanisms. Themaximal constructive
interference is periodically reached with the expected value scaled as 𝑁 2, where
𝑁 is the number of emitters plus the amplitude of each emitter is set to unity.
Between the maximal interference peaks are smaller peaks and their number
scales as 𝑁 − 2.
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Figure 4.10: The graphs present the observed interference patterns from 5 ions. The
red dots constitute the measured data, which were fitted by the calculated interference
pattern showed a solid blue curve. The bottom graph represents the same but the vertical
axis is normalized to correspond the calculation with amplitudes of emitters set to unity
and the horizontal axis was linearized in terms of two-ion case. The solid green curve
corresponds to the interference pattern emitted by equidistantly distributed emitters. The
curves were horizontally prolonged.
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The five-ion interference is presented in the Fig. 4.10, the upper graph shows
the measured data in a obtained range of values with the corresponding fit, on
the other hand, the bottom chart includes a prolonged curve of the fit. The fitting
curve seems to less fit the measured data for five-ion crystal than other cases, this
is caused by lower stability of the crystal due to trap and laser cooling parameters.
During the measurement, the crystal had often a tendency to melt. After melt-
ing, we detuned the cooling 397 nm laser to the red from employed transition to
crystalize the ions. We continued with measurement after setting the 397 nm laser
back. The bottom chart in the Fig. 4.10 has a linearized horizontal axis to two-ion
distance 𝑑2ion. The calculated curves are normalized by setting the amplitude of
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Figure 4.11: The graphs present the observed interference patterns from 10 and 20 ions.
The red dots constitute themeasured data and the solid blue line is calculated interference
pattern, which amplitude and offset were fitted to experimental data.
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each emitter to 1. The measured data are rescaled by fit from the upper graph
to correspond the normalized curves, the offset is deducted and the amplitude is
normalized. The renormalization causes that some measured intensities became
negative. The green curve represents the interference pattern of five equidistantly
positioned emitters, already shown in the Fig. 4.9. Fully constructive interference
occurs periodically in the case. The interference pattern from emitters positioned
in the harmonic potential is formed only by partially constructive interference,
which for some emitters positioning almost reaches the value of fully constructive
interference, but not within the measurable range. In comparison with the theoret-
ically calculated pattern, it is obvious the real measurable voltage range is limited,
and the interesting part of interference with high interference peak can lay out of
the range.

The experimental range of tip voltages is dependent on a number of ions. The
larger crystals have to be trapped at a lower 𝑈tip in order to trap the linear chain
configuration of ions. For example, the two-ion interference was measured in the
larges range of 𝑈tip from 75V to 780V and the ten-ion interference in the range
75V to 227V, and 20-ion interference in the range 14V to 41.5 V, see the Fig. 4.11.

The measurements with low tip voltages containing more than 20-ion crystals
included a positive voltage offset 𝑈tip-add = 170mV in the corresponding simula-
tion for matching the measured interference data. The most probable explanation
is the effect of the residual stray fields or patch potentials affecting the trapped
ions77,141.

4.3.3 Many-ion interference
Until now, the amplitudes 𝐴𝑗 of all ions were 𝐴𝑗 = 1, but for long ion strings, we
have to take into account the beam profile and the corresponding uneven excita-
tion of the ions. Therefore, the simulation includes the spatial Gaussian modula-
tion of the scattered beam amplitude

𝐴𝑗(𝑧) = 𝐴𝑗(0) 1
√2π𝜎𝑧

exp(−𝑧2/(𝜎2𝑧 )), (4.6)

caused by the spatial profile of the 397 nm beam intensity, where 𝑧 is the axial pos-
ition measured from the centre of the trap, 𝐴𝑗(0) is the excitation in the middle of
the trap for the purpose of simulation setting equal 1 and 𝜎𝑧 represents the width of
the beam projected onto the axial axis. In the measured data for 28, 53 ion strings
we used the FWHM=115 μm axially projected 397 nm Gaussian beam diameter res-
ulting in grey fitting interference curves. The corresponding graphs are shown in
the Fig. 4.12. This optical restriction was the technical limiting aspect in the meas-
urements with long ion strings, but in the future can be overcome by rebuilding
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Figure 4.12: The graphs present the observed interference patterns from 28 and 53 ions.
The red dots constitute the measured data and the solid grey line is the calculated in-
terference pattern, which amplitude and offset were fitted to the experimental data, the
simulation had to take into account the Gaussian spatial beam intensity to fit the pattern
plausibly.

the optical path and employing elliptical laser beams, or by the excitation of the
more acute angle of incident laser beams.

4.3.4 Contrast of interference patterns
The interference pattern measured from 53 ions contains the interference peak
with highest count rate we observed, it is located around 6V and reaches 735 cts/s
on average. The peak has also a higher contrast than some other interference
patterns.
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In analogy with the two-ion case, we can define the local visibility within the
measured range for other interference patterns. The visibilities calculated from
the interference data are plotted as a function of the number of interfering ions in
the Fig. 4.13.

The visibility for an exact interfering number of ions is calculated in two ways,
firstly from extremal measured data points as green triangles and secondly from
fitted curves within the measured range of voltages, depicted as blue squares. The
neighbouring data points are connected by dashed lines to better distinguish blue
and green data sets. The graph shows that the estimated visibilities remain in the
range of values 0.34 to 0.53.

It was already mentioned that the measured interference pattern, can be di-
vided into a coherent and incoherent part. The interference minima is defined by
the incoherent contribution and for equally contributing ions can be expressed as
𝑁 ⋅ 𝐼incoh-single-ion. Meanwhile, the interference minima is regularly represented
in every measured intensity graph, the fully constructive interference maxima is
observed only in cases with 2 and 3 ions, due to equidistant distribution. For a few
ions, the interference maxima formed by partially constructive interference can
still reach almost fully constructive interference, but it can not be usually found in
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Figure 4.13: The estimated visibilities ofmeasured interference patterns cleaned from the
dark counts. The green triangles represent the estimation frommeasured extremal points,
meanwhile the blue squares stand for estimation from fits. The dashed lines connect the
neighbouring points to improve the intelligibility of the graph.
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the measurable range, see the example with 5 ions in the Fig. 4.10. For more ions
it is unlikely to approach the fully constructive interference even more.

On the other hand, the equidistantly positioned emitters would be producing
a periodic interference pattern, which repetitively reaches maximal constructive
interference with intensity 𝑁 2 ⋅ 𝐼coh-single-ion for fully coherently and equally con-
tributing emitters. The factor 𝑁 2 for coherent addition of constructively interfer-
ing waves scales faster than the factor 𝑁 for incoherent addition, therefore, it is
expectable that the theoretical visibility grows with 𝑁 and goes to the unity at
infinity even for partially coherent light.

This growth is evident for 2, 3, and 4 ions in the graph, then the trend no
longer continues. The first main reason is the less control over the growing system
caused by scaling of the motional decoherence. The second substantial reason is
the portion of constructive interference moving away from the fully constructive
case with an increasing number of ions. Still, it seems the scaling and trimming
factors compensate each other and therefore the measured visibilities remain in
the band of values.

We note that the trapping and laser excitation parameters were slightly optim-
ized for reaching sufficiently stable crystals with maximal interference contrast for
each number of ions. These gentle optimizations also affected the observed visib-
ilities. We carried out all the measurements in the continuous excitation regime,
but the possibility of improving the interference contrast is to employ the pulse
excitation. By separating the cooling and probing processes, the contribution of
inelastic scattering can be considerably reduced. Furthermore, the motional deco-
herence effect can be suppressed by utilization of the cooling techniques allowing
for reaching lower crystal temperatures.

4.4 Further analysis of the interference from
scalable system of ions

The previous section focused on presenting the measured interference patterns
and direct consequences. This section focuses on the analysis of the interferomet-
ric patternswith respect to the conventionalmeasures of optical phase interference
and concerning practical applicability for interferometric sensing. Themaximal in-
terference is relevant for directional emission, where the constructive summation
of radiation from ions is required to reach a sufficiently high value of emission
efficiency in the target direction. The phase resolution is a crucial factor for the
sensitivity of interferometric methods. The potential addressability of ions could
practically enhance the interference and overcome the limits related to unequal
distribution of ions in the Coulombic potential.
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4.4.1 Maximal interference intensity
It was discussed that the visibility is heavily affected not only by the partial in-
elastic contribution and motional decoherence mechanisms but also by a height
of the partially constructive maximal interference peak found in the measurable
range, as an effect of the non-equidistant distribution of ions in the harmonic po-
tential.

We theoretically analysed the scaling of the height of the partially constructive
maximal interference peak as a function of the number of ions up to 20, the result
is displayed in the Fig. 4.14. The vertical axis is plotted as the square root of the
intensity to improve the readability of the chart. The intensity is the product of
the emitted amplitudes, which are normalized to unity for each emitter. The chart
contains already mentioned borders inside which has to lay the maximal interfer-
ence peaks. The bottom border, showed as a dashed red line, is formed by the fully
incoherent contribution of emitters and scales as 𝑁 . The upper border, depicted as
a dashed black line, is formed by fully constructive interference of fully coherent
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Figure 4.14: The graph shows the maximal intensity of scattered light as a function of
the number of emitters with a normalized amplitude of each emitter to unity. The vertical
axis scales as the square root of the intensity. The dashed red and black lines represent
the limiting case of fully incoherent light and fully coherent light with fully constructive
interference, respectively. The green squares and orange dots are the samemeasured data
with recalculated intensities, moreover, the orange dots are corrected from decoherence
mechanisms. The triangles were given by simulation with an axially shifted emitters by
Gaussian distribution of distance from equidistant positions, the width of the Gaussian
shift was 𝜎𝑝 = 2𝜆397 for teal tringles and 𝜎𝑝 = 𝜆397/2 for blue triangles.
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light and scales as 𝑁 2.
The green squares represent the measured data, which we renormalized to the

amplitude 𝐴𝑗 = 1 for each ion. The same data were rescaled in the simulation into
the fully coherent case, where no inelastic scattering or decoherence mechanism is
considered and are depicted as orange circles. The drop from 𝑁 2 scaling is caused
only by non-equidistant distribution in the harmonic potential and finite tuning
range of 𝑈tip. The decrease of maximal intensity from a fully constructive case is
most apparent for 20 ions, where the value drops from 400 a.u. to approximately
100 a.u., four times less, just by partially constructive summation of amplitudes.

To better understand the situation, we suggest the equivalent simulation with
emitters, but with a specific layout. We positioned the emitters equidistantly and
then shifted each of them with some random but fixed length, which was given by
Gaussian uncertainty with width 𝜎𝑝 . We analysed the maximal intensity for the
accessible voltage range in our trap, where the ions remain stable, still, the amp-
litude of each emitter was set to one. The simulation was repeated 100 times for
a set number of emitters and the final maximal intensity was taken as an average
from all the realizations to avoid randomness in the final data. The most trivial
case is 𝜎𝑝 = 0, which corresponds to the equidistant case with fully constructive
interference corresponding to 𝑁 2 scaling. The simulation with width 𝜎𝑝 = 𝜆397/2,
showed as teal triangles have scaling of maximal intensity near the upper limit.
However, the Gaussian width with the value 𝜎𝑝 = 2𝜆397, showed as dark blue tri-
angles, produces points where the original equidistant distribution does not play a
role anymore. It is equivalent to the fully randomly spread out case of the emitters.

4.4.2 Phase resolution of the interference pattern
The crucial characteristic of interferometric measurement is phase resolution,
which is usually a quantitative value of sensitivity. For a very high number of
equally spaced emitters, the description leads approximately to the well-known
case of the Fabry-Pérot resonator. The previous subsection discussed the distribu-
tion of ions in Coulombic potential and how the partial constructive addition of
waves affects the interference. On the other hand, the widths of interference peaks
are indeed not affected by a portion of the background, the portion of inelastically
scattered photons, or other decoherent mechanisms. The shape is solely given by
the positions of the emitters.

The analysis of peaks width was made for the highest peak in the measured
range of the collected data, shown as an inset in Fig. 4.15. The peaks are taken from
the simulations, they are normalized to unity and due to the nonlinear dependency
of the interference pattern on the voltage 𝑈tip, the fringes were linearized in terms
of two-ion distance 𝑑2ion, corresponding to the two-ion phase shift 𝛿𝜑. Therefore,
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the FWHMwidth 𝑤 of peak of two ions is exactly π rad. The maximal peaks for dif-
ferent ion numbers are distinguished by colours, which are the same as in the main
Fig. 4.15, where the widths of the estimated peaks are plotted as coloured dots. The
interference peaks narrow in width with the number of ions, which is analogous
to equidistantly distributed scatterers, nevertheless the plotted peaks are not sym-
metrical. The estimated widths showing decrease with the number of ions for all
measurements. The dependence slows down for 10 and 20 ions, where the widths
reach values 0.35π rad and 0.32π rad respectively. The slowdown is caused by the
imperfect constructive interference, the same effect, which limits the maximal con-
structive interference in the local scanning range. Therefore, the phase resolution
can be further improved by regularization of the scatterer positions117,142. For com-
parison, we proceed the simulations with equidistantly distributed emitters, their
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Figure 4.15: The phase sensitivity of interference patterns from ion strings in Coulombic
potential. The inset graph shows the shapes of maximal interference peaks from fits in
the measured ranges, the intensity of the peaks is normalized to unity and the horizontal
axis is linearized to two-ion distance, printed in angular units. The colours correspond to
colours in the main graph and mark the number of ions in the crystal. In the main graph,
the widths of peaks are plotted as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) w values in
angular units as a function of a number of ions, the estimated error bars are below the size
of the plotted dots and they are calculated from the tip voltages uncertainty. The dashed
black and red lines connect the calculated FWHM widths of 2 up to 20 equidistantly dis-
tributed emitters, the calculation was carried out for the smallest as red and the largest
as black distances between the neighbouring ions in the Coulombic potential.
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distances were taken as the minimal and maximal inter-ion distance between two
neighbourhoods in the Coulombic potential. We calculated their peak widths for
2 up to 20 ions and connected them as the dashed red line for the minimal distance
in Coulombic potential and as the dashed black line for the maximal distance. The
reason the equidistant cases have different peak widths for different inter-emitter
distance for more than 3 scatterers is the linearization in terms of two-ion phase
shift 𝛿𝜑 distance.

4.4.3 Individual coherent contribution
We chose the example with 20 ions to demonstrate the influence of the individually
driven incoherent contribution from the ions on the interference pattern. It is the
largest crystal from which we expected the near-equal coherent contribution from
all ions, moreover, the interference pattern is well described by the model without
Gaussian beam intensity profile.

The most straightforward example can be switching the selected ions fully in-
coherently emitting, it means the scatterers no longer contribute to the shape of
the interference pattern, but solely to the offset of the pattern, which we fit in the
model as incoherent intensity 𝐼incoh. We set the outermost ions to fully incoher-
ent scatterers in the simulation. Due to symmetry in the crystal, we chose both
outermost to amplify the effect. The result of the simulation is depicted as a solid
green line in the Fig. 4.16. The data and blue fitting curve are the same as in the
Fig. 4.11 and the black curve represents the fit of simulation where we switched
the two innermost ions to fully incoherent scatterers. They are also symmetrically
positioned due to the even number of ions in the crystal. When we compare these
cases, we find that they are distinctly different from each other, with the construct-
ive peaks differing in amplitude, position, and noticeably also in their shape. The
majority of green peaks are suppressed, but the left one nearly at 15 V is enhanced
and some remain the same. Importantly, the simulated curves with incoherent
scatterers do not reproduce the measured data anymore, this is most apparent in
the middle of the interference pattern.

Note here that making the outermost or other ions incoherent is different from
situation putting them out completely from crystal because the taking off results in
a rearrangement of ion positions in the Coulombic potential, which is a completely
different case.

The mentioned adjustments rather impair the simulated interference pattern,
but the same idea can be experimentally used to improve some peaks. For example,
a target peak can be enhanced by banning of the scattering from ions, which con-
tribute out of phase. It can be done by population transfer to long-lived levels.
Another possibility is to trap a very long ion string, where central ions have a
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Figure 4.16: The graph displays the interference pattern observed from 20 ions, it shows
the simulation and impact of switching some ions scatter fully incoherent light. Themeas-
ured data are shown as red dots and the solid blue line is the best fit of the calculation,
where all 20 ions contribute equally coherently, on the other hand, the green and black
lines represent the best fits of calculation with the model corresponding to two outermost
and two central ions scattering fully incoherently, respectively.

nearly uniform distribution. The equidistant case can be then approached by ad-
dressing only the central part by a narrowed laser beam. Addressing of individual
ions could indeed represent a powerful tool, how to compensate the nonuniform
distributions of ions.

A more realistic situation corresponds to the smooth modulation of the
scattered portion of coherent light from ions along the whole crystal. The most
likely situation is when the portion of coherently scattered light continuously de-
clining from the centre of crystal to the edges as the outer ions are less restricted
in the Coulombic potential and therefore the amplitude of their motion is higher.
We implemented the Gaussian distribution of the coherent contribution from ions
into the simulation and fitted the measured data from 20 ions again. The result
is printed as a solid green line in the Fig. 4.17. The Gaussian modulation is a
function of distance from the centre of the trap, where it is set fully coherently
and fall to the edges, where the outermost ions contribute only by 1/𝑒 portion of
the coherent light. The simulation affects the shape of the interference pattern
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noticeably, furthermore it does not sit on the measured data. This further supports
the claim that ions contribute nearly equally to the interference pattern. It seems
the situation with Gaussian modulation is the same as in the example with 28,
53 ions where we have to add into simulation the Gaussian modulation of ion
excitation. However, the beam width does not change during measurement and
the spatial length of the crystal does, so the individual ion excitation also changes
as a function of the crystal extension.

To demonstrate also the less likely situation, we modulated the outermost ions
to contribute fully coherently and themodulation falls at the centre to the value 1/𝑒
of coherent light with inverted Gaussian modulation. The fitted curve is shown as
a solid black line in the Fig. 4.17. Again, it leads to the situation when the observed
data are not plausibly reconstructed.
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Figure 4.17: The chart shows the interference pattern produced by 20 ions, it presents
the simulation and impact of continuous modulation of the portion coherently scattered
light from ions. The measured data are shown as red dots and the solid blue line is the
best fit of the calculation, where all 20 ions contribute equally coherently, in opposite, the
green line represents the best fit of the calculation, where the coherent contribution is
modulated by a Gaussian function. In detail, the outermost ions scatter 1/𝑒 portion of
the coherent light while the modulation is set to unity at the centre of the crystal. The
black line stands for inverted Gaussianmodulation, where the outermost ions scatter fully
coherently, while in the centre the modulation drops to 1/𝑒 coherent contribution.
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The simulations underline the high sensitivity of the interference pattern to
the contribution of individual ions and pave the way for possible applicability of
coherent scattering for long ion strings trapped in the harmonic Coulombic poten-
tial.

4.5 Summary
This chapter summarized the experiments concerned with a coherent scattering
from long strings of trapped ions. The two-ion case was studied in detail the
sources of decoherencewere analyzed and implemented into the simulation, which
predicted the measured intensity data precisely. The interference fringes were
measured from linear chains containing up to 53 ions, and the simplified simula-
tions fit the data plausibly. To authentically reproduce the measured interference
patterns for 28, 53 ions, we had to employ a simulation with finite excitation beam
width to include the non-uniform ion excitation. The observed interference pat-
terns demonstrated the coherent light interaction from many individual quantum
scatterers, which are possibly individually addressable. Other experiments have
been limited to very few emitters by the geometry of their setup or by the degree
of control of employed quantum scatterers35–38,119.



Chapter 5

Nonclassical light
emitted by ion crystals

The chapter summarizes our studies of nonclassical light observation from large
ensembles of single-photon emitters. The large ensembles of trapped ions proved
to be a reliable platform for such a test due to high control and long time stability
of the system. The nonclassicality was observed in the continuous and pulsed
regime, where each of these regimes constitutes a conceptually different source of
light. The main parts of the chapter were published by the author and colleagues
[A3].

5.1 Introduction
In the section 2.4, it was introduced that the single ion equipped by discrete energy
levels emits single photons, therefore, the radiation is always nonclassical, due to
impossibility to describe it by a mixture of classical wavesB1. The disappearance
of nonclassicality is generally attributed to the interaction with the environment
in the real world.

In pursuit of observing the nonclassical light from a high number of emit-
ters, the experimental arrangement has to fulfil requirements corresponding to
the stable number of emitters with stable radiation parameters, tolerance to some
portion of thermal noise of background, sufficient coupling efficiency within a
feasible time of measurement1.

The trapped ions in Paul trap match the crucial requirements to observe the
nonclassicality from large numbers of ions1,143. The extremely long lifetimes of
crystal on the order of several days offer the opportunity to observe nonclassical
character even from huge ion crystals144–147. Due to the simple lambda-type elec-
tronic level structure and perfect isolation from outer environment the nonclas-
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sical fluorescence from single-atoms were observed148,149 long ago. The technical
progress led more recently to the demonstration of single-photon sources with
single trapped ions, which presented high coupling efficiency150, high-rate produc-
tion of single-photons42, and unprecedented parameters in purity41. Importantly,
the platform of trapped ions advantages from an inter-atomic distance larger than
the wavelength of emission caused by the Coulombic repulsion and therefore the
collective effects151 can be mostly neglected. On the other hand the repulsion in-
creases size of crystals, which aggravate the coupling efficiency from such large
object. Still the number of ions is precisely known and can be almost determinist-
ically set by gradual ion-loading process.

5.2 Experimental setup
The section goes through the experimental measurement description of nonclas-
sical light emitted of a large number of ions. The technical parameters and limita-
tions are discussed.

5.2.1 Experimental configuration
The simplified experimental scheme of the setup is shown in the Fig. 5.1. The
40Ca+ ion crystal is Doppler cooled by 397 nm and 866 nm lasers, the polarization
is perpendicular to the radial observation direction. The static magnetic field ≈
12Gauss is applied in the radial observation direction. The radiation is collected
by a high NA lens LO.

The flip mirror in up position reflects the image of ions onto EMCCD camera.
The radiation comes into HBT measurement configuration when the flip mirror is
tilted. The camera serves for ion number estimation, spatial analysis of the crystal,
and setting the homogenous excitation across the whole crystal in the experiment.
In all experiments, the camera is equipped by an interference filter (IF) to trans-
mit the 397 nm radiation. This experimental configuration for measurement of
nonclassicality has other IF in the collection path and also on each APDs (Count-
series, Laser Components). The APDs have a free-space-coupled design, which
is more open than fibre version, therefore, the additional IFs are used to reduce
the scattered background light. The light in the laboratory was shut down during
other experiments, but especially in this measurement of nonclassicality, we had
to reduce the in-room light on the minimum and covered half of the collection
path by tubes or beam stops. The light is split by a 50:50 beamsplitter (BS) and the
overall coupling efficiencies of scattered radiation were estimated as 0.033% and
0.028% on APDs from single ion positioned in the focus of the coupling lens, the
estimation was done in the pulsed sequence described in section 5.3.2.
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Figure 5.1: The illustration of the experimental setup. The ions are trapped in the linear
Paul trap and driven by 397 nm and 866 nm laser beams. The fluorescence is collected by
a high numerical aperture lens, in the same direction, the static magnetic field is applied
to lift the degeneracy of states. The flip mirror can reflect the image of ions onto EMCCD
camera, otherwise, the radiation comes into HBT setup formed by beam-splitter (BS), a
pair of APDs and time-tagging recorder.

5.2.2 Optical access
The optical design employes the high NA objective with the object focal length ≈
66mm. The collection through the vacuum window induces spherical aberration,
which is included in the design of the objective and the objective correct it. The rest
of the imaging system includes the 400mm plano-convex lens and the APDs. The
manufacturer specifies about 100 μm surface diameter of nearly equal detection
efficiency for APDs.

The measurements of nonclassical light focus on observing it from the largest
number of ions as possible, which can be limited by several practical limits like
trapping conditions, collection efficiency, or strong background noise. The collec-
tion efficiency showed itself as the most problematic. The tests of nonclassicality
demand a large set of data1, this put requirement on high coupling efficiency, other-
wise the measurement time grows rapidly. Prolonging can lead to complications of
measurement due to higher requirements on the stability of setup and the stability
of crystal. The used coupling lens is sufficient from the point of view of collection
efficiency, but on the other hand, the small field of view causes the rapid fall of the
coupling efficiency for radially displaced emitters. The limited field of view of the
whole optical arrangement sharply restricts the effectively observable area.
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We measured the decrease of detection efficiency for a single ion displaced
in radial and axial observation directions. The measurements are depicted in the
Fig. 5.2. The directions correspond to the radial plane of the ion trap and the shift
of the single ion was done by applying a static voltage on compensation electrodes.
The data are normalized to the maximally measured value, which is located in the
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Figure 5.2: The measured and fitted detection efficiencies of different emitter displace-
ments for the employed optical arrangement, the data are normalized to the maximally
measured value. The top chart corresponds to the single ion shift in the radial direction
and the fitted Gaussian FWHM equals to 5.2 μm. The bottom graph represents the single
ion shift along the lens axis and the fitted Gaussian FWHM is 243 μm. All data are estim-
ated in the pulsed excitation regime.
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centre. The efficiency profile is fitted by Gaussian function, which fits the data ex-
cept for the radially displaced ion where the efficiency does not fall so rapidly for
a distance higher than 5 μm from the centre. The estimated FWHMs of Gaussian
fits are 5.2 μm in the radial direction and 243 μm in the axial direction. The coup-
ling profile is fitted by Gaussian function as sufficient approximation for employed
objective28.

This analysis leads to the answer of how efficient the individual ions are
coupled. When we sum the measured particular APD efficiencies, we get the total
detection efficiency 𝜂0 = 6.1 ⋅ 10−4 for the ion positioned in the object focal point
of the detection optical setup. The assumed Gaussian profiles of smooth data in
both directions give us the positional dependency of efficiency

𝜂(𝑟 , 𝑎) = 𝜂0 ⋅ 𝑒
− 𝑟2

2𝜎2𝑟
− 𝑎2

2𝜎2𝑎 , (5.1)

where 𝑟 is the distance from the optical symmetry axis and 𝑎 is the distance from
the object focal plane. The fitted Gaussian uncertainties evaluated from FWHM
values equal to 𝜎𝑟 = 2.2 μm and 𝜎𝑎 = 103 μm.

The strong coupling restriction in the radial observation direction forced us to
optimize trap parameters in order to squeeze the ion crystals into the most com-
pact shape before measurement, but still with a request of maximal stability of the
ionic ensemble. The configuration evidently corresponds same secular frequen-
cies, specificaly 𝑓𝑥 ≈ 𝑓𝑦 ≈ 𝑓𝑧 ≈ 778 kHz for crystals containing more than 12 ions,
the measurements with less and equal than 12 ions are more restricted in the radial
direction, the frequencies are 𝑓𝑥 ≈ 𝑓𝑦 ≈ 1341 kHz. The crystals in symmetrical po-
tential are spherical with concentric shell structure144,145,147,152, which is the most
apparent from the largest measured crystal consisting of 275 ions, see the Fig. 5.3.

Figure 5.3: The image of 275 ions in symmetrical trapping potential, the picturewas taken
by the EMCCD camera. The diameter of the crystal spatial extension is approximately
66 μm.

The spatial distribution of the crystal underlines the technical limit on further
scaling of the number of emitters within the employed optical detection setup.
The Fig. 5.4 shows scaling of count rates from nonclassical measurements for par-
ticular crystals. The measurements were performed in the pulse regime described
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in section 5.3.2. The detection efficiency scales reasonably for crystals up to 55
ions. Beyond that, ions are placed into higher and higher shells with significantly
lower coupling efficiency. The outer shells are coupled well only in limited volume
around the axial observation axis, and further adding of the ions have a lower im-
pact on the increase of the count rate.
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Figure 5.4: The measured count rate as a function of the number of ions in the trap. The
data were estimated from nonclassical measurements executed in pulsed regime.

5.2.3 Nonclassical criterion and data processing

The sufficient condition on nonclassical light1 is employed in terms of the probab-
ility 𝑃0 of a no-click of the selected detector and a no-click of both detectors 𝑃00
in HBT detection arrangement. Then the sufficient criterion for the nonclassical
state, marked as distance 𝑑 , has a form

𝑑 = 𝑃0 − √𝑃00 > 0 (5.2)

Note the distance 𝑑 has not got the meaning of some quantitative value of non-
classicality, it is just a suitable sufficient witness for large nonclassical states. The
inequality itself is derived for the symmetric case of both detectors, nevertheless,
it can be rewritten for an asymmetric situation, which covers the realistic circum-
stances with an imbalanced beam splitter or different detection efficiencies of de-
tectors. The condition can be expressed for a known imbalance 𝑇 into criteria for
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particular detectors as1,143

𝑃01 > 𝑃𝑇00,
𝑃02 > 𝑃1−𝑇00 , (5.3)

where 𝑃01 and 𝑃02 represents a no-click of the first and the second detector, re-
spectively. Then the state is nonclassical if at least one of the criterion is satisfied.
The disadvantage of it is the required knowledge of the parameter 𝑇 with high
precision. The practical usage is to multiply the left and right sides of the criteria,
which excludes the parameter 𝑇 and the inequality is 𝑃01 ⋅ 𝑃02 > 𝑃00. It is clear
that if the inequality is satisfied then one of the inequalities (5.3) is also satisfied,
which guarantees the nonclassicality. The distance is then redefined as

𝑑g = 𝑃0g − √𝑃00 > 0, (5.4)

where 𝑃0g stands for the geometric mean

𝑃0g = √𝑃01 ⋅ 𝑃02. (5.5)

The photons are detected by APDs and arrival times are recorded by module
(Picoharp300, PicoQuant) with a time resolution of 4 ps. The Fig. 5.5 illustrates the
stream of impinging photons on the detectors, which are postprocessed in the PC.
To deal with the continual arrival times, the artificial time bin with defined length

APD1

APD2
Time

Window
length

Figure 5.5: Stream of photons impinging onto the detector APD1 and APD2. The arrival
times were evaluated inside the time bin with defined length.

has to be defined. Then the different events happening inside each window are
counted. From the stream of arrival times, we evaluate a number 𝑁S1 of single
clicks on APD1, equivalently 𝑁S2 for APD2, also a number 𝑁C of clicks of both
detectors within the same window and finally the total number 𝑁TB of all time
bins of the window length 𝜏 in processed measurement. From the numbers of
particular events, the evaluation of the probabilities 𝑃00 and 𝑃0𝑘 , where 𝑘 is 1 or 2,
is straightforward using the relations

𝑃00 =
𝑁TB − 𝑁S1 − 𝑁S2 − 𝑁C

𝑁TB
, (5.6)
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𝑃0k = 𝑁TB − 𝑁Sk − 𝑁C

𝑁TB
. (5.7)

The probabilities are finally put into the equations (5.5) and (5.4) to estimate
whether the data meet the sufficient condition of nonclassicality with the chosen
time-bin length. The error bar of the distance 𝑑g is evaluated statistically by divid-
ing the measurement into five time-equal length parts, from which the distance
was estimated independently.

5.3 Measurements of nonclassical light
The measurements of ion fluorescence were carried out in the continuous and in
the pulsed regime. Both cases represent different sources of light. The experi-
mental aim was to observe large nonclassical states. All tests of nonclassicality
were performed from data sets corresponding to five hours long measurements.

The particular measurement started with trapping an approximate number of
ions after that we axially extended the crystal to count the exact number of ions one
by one. Before fluorescence measurement, we constricted them to a nearly sym-
metrical shape, see the Fig. 5.6. After all measurements, we stretched the crystal to

Tighten

Figure 5.6: The images of crystal containing 55 ions taken by EMCCD camera. The upper
picture shows the extended crystal appropriate to count the number of ions. The middle
image illustrates the process of squeezing. The bottom pictures represent the shape of the
crystal in symmetrical trap potential, the left one illustrates the shell structure, the right
one is in more chaotic/plasma state.
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precisely count the number of ions again. During the final series of measurements,
we had to discard 2 out of 14 measurements, which was most probably caused by
rare frequency instability of cooling laser in our setup.

5.3.1 Continuous regime
The regime is defined by continuous excitation of ions by 397 nm and 866 nm lasers.
The 397 nm photon emission is detected. The processing was done by time binning
the arrival time of photons as it is illustrated in the Fig. 5.5. The window length
has to be in this case optimized with respect to the decay of the transition upper
state. The Fig. 5.7 shows processed photon arrival correlations as a function of time
delay between both APDs. The one-hour measurement with single ion resulted in
intensity correlation function 𝑔(2)(0) = 0.064 for 1 ns length of the time bin.
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Figure 5.7: The measured intensity correlation function for a single ion in the continuous
excitation regime. The data were processed for 1 ns time bin from one-hour data set, and
the corresponding 𝑔(2)(0) = 0.064.

We evaluated the witness value 𝑑g by time binning and processing the raw
time arrival data by the procedure described in the subsection 5.2.3. The estimated
distances are plotted in the Fig. 5.8 for a few up to 275 employed ions. The data are
plotted with a single standard deviation. The standard deviation was evaluated by
dividing the whole measurement into five intervals with the same length, and the
deviation was obtained from statistics of the five values of 𝑑g. The window length
was optimized to get the best ratio of distance 𝑑g and its error bar for single ion
and for 275 ion crystal, the compromise of 32 ns time-bin length was chosen.
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Figure 5.8: The estimatedwitness of nonclassicality 𝑑g as a function of the number of ions
for the fluorescence of ions continuously excited and for the coherent light beam with the
corresponding detected count rate depicted as red squares and blue circles, respectively.
The chart presents clear separability of the nonclassical ion fluorescence from a coherent
laser light. The error bars are shown as one standard deviation.

The blue data points correspond to a measurement check with a coherent laser
beam. After measurement of nonclassicality, we kicked the studied crystal from
the trap and misaligned the excitation beams to impinge on trap electrodes to re-
flect into optical detection setup same count rate as in the measurement of non-
classicality. The blue data points are plotted as a function of the number of ions,
despite the trap was empty, but the scattered laser light was coupled into the op-
tical detection setup with the same counter rate as in the measurements with the
atomic fluorescence. The laser light is the coherent type of light and the distance
𝑑g should be equal to zero or a negative value in case of extra classical thermal
noise. That adds another confidence into our nonclassical measurements.

The maximal observed count rate was corresponding to 275 ions, the particular
values reached ≈ 36 800 cts/s and ≈ 31 500 cts/s, which is far from the APDs satur-
ation specified by the manufacturer to about 106 cts/s. Specifically, the particular
measurement consists of 𝑁TB = 562 484 411 204 total windows, 𝑁S1 = 662 997 081
single clicks on APD1, 𝑁S2 = 567 105 311 single clicks on APD2 and 𝑁C = 667 381
number of coincidences.
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5.3.2 Pulsed regime
The pulsed case employs the same electronic level scheme 4S1/2 ↔ 4P1/2 ↔ 3D3/2
as continuous excitation regime, however, the laser excitation is applied in pulses.
The sequence of the laser pulses with employed lengths is drawn in the Fig. 5.9,
which also contains the graph of the measured ion fluorescence intensity within
the sequence.
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Figure 5.9: The employed pulsed sequence and the fluorescence intensity within it as
a function of the sequence time, which is 2800 ns long. The solid green curve repres-
ents on/off state of both APDs in nonclassical measurement. The solid red and blue lines
present the on/off laser excitation of the crystal by 866 nm and 397 nm beam, respectively.
The chart contains fluorescence intensity within the sequence from cumulation over 10
minutes measurement.

The sequence is 2800 ns long and consists of three main parts, namely Doppler
cooling, optical pumping of the atomic population to 3D3/2 state, and detection.
Within the Doppler cooling period, both 866 nm and 397 nm lasers are employed
to cool the crystal, the section ismarked asA. Section B follows by switching off the
866 nm repumper laser beam. The crystal still scatters the 397 nm laser light, but
the 4P1/2 upper level decays with probability 6.4 % into 3D3/2 metastable state61,
where the population is accumulated due to missing 866 nm repumper beam. The
pumping is ended by switching the 397 nm laser excitation off. The remaining
fluorescence level corresponds to the population which was not transferred to
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3D3/2 state. The optical pumping efficiency 𝜂pump depends on laser excitation
parameters and the number of ions in the trap. We estimated it individually for
every specific measurement. The sequence follows by period, where the 866 nm
laser excitation is switched on and transfers the population from 3D3/2 state to
4P1/2 state. This is followed by spontaneous decay to 4S1/2 ground state, which
radiates at most single photon per single ion, as the multiphoton emission is pro-
hibited41–43,153. After the measurement period of the pulse sequence, the 397 nm
laser is switched on again and the whole sequence is repeated for a defined number
of cycles.

Note that the same pulsed sequence is also convenient for measurement of
overall coupling efficiency of light scattered from ions, which we routinely utilize.
The detection efficiency is given as an inverse of the number of executed sequences
multiplied by the successful detections of photon and corrected by the pumping
efficiency 𝜂pump of 3D3/2 state.

The Fig. 5.9 shows the gating of APDs, which are switched on solely in the
measurement period of the pulse sequence. The laser beams are switched by
acousto-optical modulators (AOMs), which are driven by pulse sequence genera-
tionwith an unrestricted number of repetitions produced by an FPGA kit (DE2-115,
Altera). The APDs incline with small probability to false clicks after gating them
on, therefore, they were gated on in advance before triggering the emission and
the recorded data of clicks before the emission period were excluded. The emission
was localized at the beginning of the detection period, see the Fig. 5.9, and the end
part of the detection period after ≈ 2.4 μs was removed in order to reduce back-
ground accordingly. This post-processing definition of temporal detection mode
led to the reduction of recorded clicks by ≈ 10%.

In comparison with a continuous regime, the pulsed regime does not require
the time binning of the data, actually, the single sequence defines the single time
bin. The technical difficulty is the synchronization of the laser pulses, but also
APDs and time-tagging module. The whole experiment driving was done by the
single FPGA kit. The most significant advantage of the pulsed regime is the for-
bidden multiphoton emission within the measurement period of a single sequence.
The 397 nm laser excitation beam is also switched off during measurement period,
accordingly, it can not contribute to the measured background.

The five-hour-long measurement of single ion fluorescence was processed as
a correlation between APDs clicks as a function of time delay between sequences,
see the Fig. 5.10. The resulting intensity correlation function correspond to the
value 𝑔(2)(0) = 0.036 in pulsed regime. In comparison with the continuous regime,
where the value was 𝑔(2)(0) = 0.064, the pulsed single-photon source has better
quality, and both values are comparable with other realizations of single-photon
sources with trapped ions41–43,153.
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Figure 5.10: The correlation function measured in pulsed sequence plotted as a delay
between sequences. The graph was processed from five hours data set of single ion fluor-
escence, this resulted in 𝑔(2)(0) = 0.036.

The distances 𝑑g in the pulsed regime measurements were calculated in the
same way as in continuous regime, as described in the subsection 5.2.3, the values
are plotted in the Fig. 5.11. The red squares represent the measurements with the
fluorescence from ions, the blue dots represent laser light. The error bars were
obtained again by cutting the total data set into five pieces and the plotted sizes
present a single standard deviation. The data were measured for the same number
of ions as in the continuous regime, shown in the Fig. 5.8, as the measurements
were done with the same crystals.

The measurement started by trapping the reasonably large crystal, the number
of ions was precisely counted, then the five hours measurement in the continuous
regime was carried out, the number of ions was roughly checked, then the five
hours measurement was performed in the pulsed regime and the number of ions
was precisely counted again. The ions was kicked away from the trap and the
measurement was realized in the same way on the scattered laser beam at 397 nm
for five hours in the continuous regime and then in the pulsed regime.

The maximal observed count rate in the pulsed regime was measured with
the largest crystal containing 275 ions. The five hours measurement contained
𝑁TB = 6 428 395 286 windows, which equals to the total number of pulse se-
quences. These sequences contained 𝑁S1 = 34 691 437 single clicks on APD1,
𝑁S2 = 30 857 560 single clicks on APD2 and 𝑁C = 166 171 number of coincidences.
We estimated the number of photons on input per sequence from the knowledge of
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Figure 5.11: The estimated witness of nonclassicality 𝑑g as a function of the number of
ions for the fluorescence measured in the pulsed regime. The blue dots represent the same
measurement with a laser light and count rate corresponding to the given measurement
with ions. The data are provided with one standard deviation of the error bar. The green
crosses present the numerical simulation of the distance value. The mean number of
emitted photons per sequence 𝑛photon is shown above the graph.

optical pumping 𝜂pump and number of ions. This gave us amean number of emitted
photons 𝑛photon = 196 from the 275 ion crystal and to the best of our knowledge,
the value corresponds to the largest photonic field and also the largest system of
single-photon emitters on which the discrete nonclassical character of light was
demonstrated to the date. The top horizontal axis of the Fig. 5.11 includes themean
number of emitted photons per sequence 𝑛photon for other crystals. The theoret-
ical predictions marked as green crosses agree well with the measured distances 𝑑g
upon the assumption that each ion is the independent single-photon emitter. The
coupling efficiency of each ion was taken into account, see the eq. (5.1). The meas-
urement of distance with a single ion in the trap was fitted to get the detection
efficiency for the theoretical model. The rest of the green crosses were calculated
without any free fitting parameter, and without assuming any laser excitation in-
homogeneity or fluctuations. The simulation considers the ion distribution in con-
centric shellsA3, which closely resemble the observed spatial distributions of ions
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employed in the presented measurements, see the Fig. 5.3.
The measured distances 𝑑g in the pulsed regime scale more favourably than in

the continuous regime. This promises better observability and especially scalab-
ility to higher ion numbers. The value of distance 𝑑g grow with the number of
ions. The evaluation of individual distances 𝑑g together with their error bars res-
ulted in the inequality 𝑑g(1) < 𝑑g(12) with the confidence level of 99.9 % and the
inequality 𝑑g(12) < 𝑑g(55) with the confidence level of 99 %. Therefore, distances
clearly grow up to 55 ions, beyond 55 ions, the trend is not convincing from point
to point. Nevertheless, we carried out the linear weighted fit of the distances for
𝑁 ≥ 55, which gave us a mean gradient with its error bar. This provided us with
a confidence level of 87 % that the distance value grows from 55 till 275 ions.

The significant technical limit on further scaling of the number of ions in the
nonclassical experiment was given by the fast drop of coupling efficiency from
emitters shifted in the radial observation direction. We tried to defocus the coup-
ling lens and collect the radiation from a larger area, which resulted in a consider-
able increase of background, especially from trap electrodes. We filtered out the
majority of scattered background by employing 4f scheme with spatial filtration
and the estimated radial field of view grew to approximately 20 μm with a small
decrease of coupling efficiency. In this configuration, we trapped 1500±200 ions
and carried out the measurement in the pulsed regime, which resulted in positive
distance 𝑑g = (9.48 ± 3.93) ⋅ 10−7 within five hours long run. We were unable to
make measurement in continuous regime due to high reflection of 397 nm excita-
tion beam from electrodes. We estimated 534 mean emitted photons, this points to
low efficiency of optical pumping. This was caused by highly red detuned 397 nm
laser in order to improve the stability of such large crystal.

5.4 Summary
The chapter was focused on our studies of nonclassical properties of light emitted
by large ion crystals. The HBT configuration was employed to detect the photon
probability distributions of strongly attenuated light scattered from ion crystals,
which were excited by continuous and also pulsed laser beams. For single trapped
ion, the intensity correlation measurement resulted in 𝑔(2)(0) = 0.064 in continu-
ous regime with 1 ns window in one-hour measurement and 𝑔(2)(0) = 0.036 in the
pulsed regime with 2.8 μs long sequence in five hours long measurement.

The performed measurements demonstrated the discrete nonclassical charac-
ter of light from large ion crystals containing up to 275 ions. Additionally, it
seems that there is no fundamental limit for further scaling of the number of ions,
especially in the pulsed regime, which is enhanced by the absence of excitation
397 nm laser during measurement and by suppressed multi-photon emission. We
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observed merely two loses of few ions from crystals during all 14 measurements.
The substantial weakness was the coupling efficiency in the radial observation
direction, which rapidly decreases due to the magnification of employed optical
setup and size of the detection area of the APDs. We made additional measure-
ment with increased radial detection volume, which despite all imperfections of
optical detection and stability of 1500±200 ion crystal succeeded in positive dis-
tance 𝑑g = (9.48 ± 3.93) ⋅ 10−7 with 534 mean value of emitted photons.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

The thesis is dedicated to the studies of fluorescence emitted by trapped and cooled
ions. It covers the description of building a new ion trapping apparatus and estim-
ation of the ultimate partial pressure of hydrogen. The apparatus was employed
for observing the interference of the emission from tens of ions. The ion crys-
tals served for verification of the preservation nonclassical light emission even for
large 3D atomic structures.

6.1 Summary of work

The presented description of construction of a new 40Ca+ ion trapping setup oper-
ating at the room temperature should serve as a solid reference. It covers assembly
including the materials choice, cleaning procedures, three-stage bake process. The
vacuum pressure is important for lifetime of the crystal. The final background pres-
sure allows trapping tens of ions and their stable storage for many days. This is a
crucial property of a scallable system. The quantification of the final partial pres-
sure of hydrogen was carried out by analysis of the formation rate of the CaH+
molecules. We observed in total four photochemical reactions during the 51 hours
long measurement with a string consisting of 34 40Ca+ ions. This puts the upper
limit on the partial pressure of hydrogen 𝑃H2 ≤ (2.1 ± 1.1) ⋅ 10−13mBar for the
reaction rate constant 𝑘r [93] and 𝑃H2 ≤ (5.5 ± 2.8) ⋅ 10−12mBar for 𝑘r [94].

The measurements of phase interference patterns analogous to Young’s double
slit experiment were presented for selected ion crystals including up to 53 emitters.
All patterns were theoretically reproduced by simulation. The previous demonstra-
tions of coherent contribution were limited to a few ions. Our geometric arrange-
ment enhances of observation of a phase-coherent scattering with respect to the
number of ions while maintaining the principal possibility of high detection coup-
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ling efficiency. The visibilities of the interference patterns remain in the range of
0.31 to 0.53 for all measured crystals. The experiment demonstrated the interac-
tion of coherently scattered light from individual ions of a large crystal, where the
addressability of single ions is preserved.

We demonstrated the nonclassical character of fluorescence from several ionic
crystals containing hundreds of ions and a single crystal with more than a thou-
sand of ions. The further scaling of the number of ions was technically limited in
our setup due to the design of the linear Paul trap and especially due to the optical
access and coupling challenges related to efficient coupling of large number of ions
to the single photon detection setup. Implementation of optical detection appar-
atus with larger field of view area at the position of ion crystal could lead to the
observation of nonclassical states for even larger structures. The presented meas-
urements prove that the observability of nonclassical properties of light can be
boosted to very large photon flux and corresponding number of emitters provided
that the thermal fluctuations of emitters can be sufficiently supressed. In turn, this
also points to the superb isolation of trapped ion system from the surroundings.

6.2 Outlook
The presented work provides scientific studies, which answer some questions but
also naturally open new horizons and several possibilities of examining advanced
fundamental phenomena related to the emission of light from trapped ion crystals.
These will require technical improvements, which go in hand with some of its
practical applications in quantum information processing.

The measurements of interference patterns from linear ion chains were tech-
nically limited by inhomogeneous excitation for large crystals. It can be overcome
by employing an elliptical profile of the excitation beam and its optical access im-
provement. The main technical difficulty came from the small collection angle
in the axial detection direction caused by coupling through the holes in the tip
electrodes. Nevertheless, we currently implement the new ion trapping apparatus
with greatly improved axial optical access with up to NA of 0.2. We anticipate
the significant improvement of the collective coupling efficiency from long ion
strings mediated by directional emission allowed by the observed tunable coher-
ent scattering40,136. In principle, further enhancement by employing a low fin-
esse optical resonator along the axial trapping direction can result in a viable path
for the achievement of high detection efficiency of light scattered from trapped
ions for applications ranging from scalable quantum communication to the high-
performance readout of a quantum state in quantum simulations and quantum
metrology.
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The measurements of temporal photon distribution demonstrated the conser-
vation of nonclassicality for large ion crystals due to excellent control over the
trapped ion system. It is another piece of the puzzle of knowledge of nonclas-
sicality leading towards testing other sources like solid-state emitters154–157 and
advanced atomic ensembles119,158 and its connection to phenomena of superradi-
ance159,160. Ourmeasurements substantially shift the observable energy of discrete
quantum features of light. It can trigger the construction of intense and macro-
scopic source of quantum light. We currently test complementary situation, which
studies the dependence of observability of sub-Poissonity and photon bunching on
the modal structure of the detected field emitted from 3D ionic crystals. Contrary
to the presented measurements of nonclassicality for spatially multimode detec-
tion, in the opposite situation of polarized and single spatial mode, one expects the
idealized textbookB4 case of light scattering from a large number of phase-jittering
light emitters, which in the limit of large crystal results in photon bunching. This
shows the intriguing nature of the presented observations and crucial aspect of
employment of suitable criteria of nonclassicality. Generally, these types of vari-
ous experiments can lead to studies of the interaction between the system and
its surroundings, which destroys the nonclassical behaviour. Another option is
to study the internal dynamics of the system itself. For example, the transition
between solid-state and plasma state152 can be detected by the nonclassical meas-
urement. The situation is suitable for ionic apparatus, which can emulate both
states by changing the trapping parameters.
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